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ABSTRACT 
The experience and aftennath of male sexual violence is a lived reality for many girls and 
women. This qualitative study explores the subjective experience of childhood rape and its 
long-term impact focusing in particular on the implications of the silencing that continues to 
surround what is a deeply-felt and traumatic experience with profound life-altering 
consequences. The study thematically and theoretically reads the subjective experience of 
childhood rape within current feminist understandings of rape as a crime of violence and 
form of social control through the use of evocative autoethnographic writing and an exegesis. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Rape is a crime of violence predominately perpetrated by males against females. Each year 
the rape statistics continue to grow and the girls and women who experience rape and the 
after effects of this pernicious crime are forced to cope with changes in their physical and 
psychological health as well as changes in the relationship they have with themselves, those 
closest to them and the wider community. Some of these acts of sexual violence are reported 
by the victims to police and other authorities and recorded on lists of statistics. Other victims 
find they are only able or willing to disclose to family or friends, and these crimes go 
unrecorded, sometimes only discovered through the probing of researchers. Still other victims 
are silenced by both the rape itself and/or the societal conditions present at the time of the 
incident and are never able to speak of their experience. These rapes remain invisible for 
those other than the victims themselves. For all raped girls and women however, there is a 
range of residual effects which can compromise their physical and psychological health and 
relationships, often with devastating consequences. This thesis will explore some of these 
impacts as well as the implications of the silencing that continues to surround what is a 
deeply felt and traumatic experience. 
Male sexual violence towards girls and women is not a modem phenomenon nor is it 
confined to particular geographic regions. Globally and throughout history girls and women 
have been subjected to threats and acts of male sexual violence. Arguably, to exist as a 
female in 'most societies in most eras' is to be exposed to the threat or reality of male 
violence (Stanko, 1985, p. 9). 
Historically, ancient mythology provides examples of male sexual violence. Mary Daly 
(1978, p. 85) notes that rape is a consistent theme in Greek myth, particularly the rape of the 
Goddess, and aligns this with patriarchal control and culture. She cites Zeus as an example of 
patriarchal control through the use of sexual violence, declaring that he was a 'habitual 
rapist'. Phyllis Chestler (2005, p. 47) cites a further example of male sexual violence in 
Greek mythology with the story of Persephone, one of the four daughters ofDemeter, the 
goddess of life. According to myth, Persephone was taken from her mother and sisters as a 
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girl/woman by Hades, the god of death, raped and forced to live as his queen. Moving 
forward in time and beyond mythology, historical records indicate that in 15th century 
England it was considered a publicly acceptable practice, by men at least, to abduct and rape 
a girl or woman in order to take possession of her as conjugal property, a practice that 
became known as bride capture. These acts of violence against girls and women are 
considered to have laid the rudimentary foundations for the development of the institution of 
marriage that we are familiar with today (Brownmiller, 1975, p. 17). Manon van der Heijden 
(2000, p. 624) also notes the widespread practice of abduction and rape in her study of male 
sexual violence in 17th century Holland. In citing the work of James Brundage and Kathryn 
Gravdal, she notes the legal tenn rapus, applied in medieval Europe, was used to mean 
'marriage by abduction'. At this time, rape was considered not a crime of sexual violence but 
rather an act of theft. Adam Jones (2000) provides a particularly horrific and more recent 
example of systematic mass sexual violence in his study of the Nanking massacre in which it 
is conservatively estimated that over 20,000 girls and women were raped and murdered by 
Japanese forces during the occupation of China in 1937-38. 
In contemporary geographical tenns, a cross-national study by Carrie L. Yodanis (2004, pp. 
665-672) compared the sexual violence statistics of 26 countries across Europe and North 
America and found sexual violence to be present in all countries examined. Her findings 
support the view that rape is a crime universal in nature and a lived reality for girls and 
women irrespective of their cultural origins (Amnesty International Canada, 2008). The study 
also noted a direct correlation between increasing prevalence of sexual violence and 
increasing fear levels amongst women. Yodanis likens this to a 'standard terrorist strategy' 
(p. 671) whereby the combination of the actual violence and the potential for violence creates 
a culture of fear in which women generally feel unsafe and vulnerable to crimes of a sexually 
violent nature. This statement supports feminist theories of violence against women that 
suggest a climate of fear is induced through the potential for violence, irrespective of 
personal experience (Stanko, 1985). One such feminist, Susan Brownmiller (1976, p. 15), 
insists that rape is 'nothing more or less than a conscious process of intimidation by which all 
men keep all women in a state of fear'. 
In Australia, a report issued by the Australian Institute of Criminology [ AIC], found more 
crimes committed in Australia in 2005 involving sexual violence were reported to the police 
(18,172) than crimes involving robbery (16,787) (Australian Institute of Criminology, [AIC], 
2008a). However, rape is a crime not reported to the police by the majority of its victims 
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(AIC, 2008b; Stanko, 1985, p. 37; U.S. Department of Justice, 2008a; Australian Centre for 
the Study of Sexual Assault [ACSSA], 2003), a finding supported by statistics drawn from 
the Australian Personal Safety Survey conducted in 2005. The survey questioned individuals 
about their experience of violence, including sexual violence, since the age of 15 and during 
the twelve month period from 2004-05. The survey revealed 101,600 women experienced at 
least one act of sexual violence in the form of rape with a further 34,900 women experiencing 
the threat of rape (Australian Bureau of Statistics, [ABS], 2008). The discrepancy in these 
figures highlights how only a minority of rapes are reported to police and how significant 
numbers can be revealed through research. 
Rape is a crime predominately perpetrated by males and aimed almost exclusively towards 
females and has long been considered by feminists to be a gender-based phenomenon 
(Brownmiller, 1976; Freedman, 2006, p. 114) and therefore 'the most harm women face 
because they are women' (Raman, 1998, p. 344). A large survey conducted by Patricia 
Weiser Easteal in Australia in 1992 found that 96.2 percent of respondents were female 
victims of rape with 60 percent reporting having experienced more than one rape (AIC, 
2008b ). While the study acknowledges the respondents were self-selected and could therefore 
reflect a bias, a report published by the AIC (2008c) and based on crime figures recorded for 
2005 also found that the majority of rape victims, 84 percent, were female. This is consistent 
with findings in Canada (Canadian Centre for Justice Studies, 2008), the United States (U.S. 
Department of Justice, 2008a) and Britain (Myhill & Allen, 2008). 
Victimisation rates for sexual violence offences differ according to age. In Australia, girls 
aged 10-14 y~ars represent the most vulnerable age group with the highest recorded 
victimisation rates (AIC, 2008c ). This is supported by studies on sexual offences from 
Canada, with the highest rate peaking at age 13 (Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics, 2008). 
In the United States the risk of rape increases for children from the age of 10 and peaks at 14 
years. Two thirds of all reported sexual violence crimes involve victims under 17 years of age 
with one third under the age of 12 (U.S. Department of Justice, 2008b ). 
It is clear that, while statistics are able to provide a general indication of the pervasiveness of 
rape, the numbers should be viewed as a conservative gauge by which to monitor the 
widespread nature of this type of crime and must be seen as a starting point only. It is critical 
therefore when reflecting on rape prevalence to not lose sight of the fact that the rape 
experiences of only a minority of victims are reported to the police, while those who choose 
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to disclose to family or friends may only reveal their rape to others through participation in 
research. A further, though significant minority of girls and women are unable to ever speak 
of their trauma. Their numbers remain unknown, their fate to be guessed at, silently residing 
as they do in the world beyond the margins of surveys and reports. 
What do we know with certainty? We know that young girls are more likely to be raped than 
are any other age group ( AIC, 2008c ). We know that the experience of rape can have a 
profound and long-term impact on the psychological and physical health of victims (Family 
Matters, 2007; Acierno, Lawyer, Rheingold, Kirkpatrick, Resnick, Saunders, 2007, pp. 253-
254; ACSSA, 2007). We know that in contemporary society, public understandings continue 
to be distorted by persistent myths and misunderstandings (Family Matters, 2007). We know 
that the experience of rape has a disempowering and silencing effect (Ahrens, 2006) and we 
know that rape is a crime that has the capacity to shatter a victim's sense of self and their 
relationship with the world around them (Freedman, 2006). Arguably, rape and its impact on 
girls and women must be given greater exposure if there is to be any hope of changing 
societal attitudes and reducing prevalence rates. 
5 
LITERATURE REVIEW1 
Feminists in the 1970s recognised the pressing need for sexual violence to be understood in 
terms that reflected both the physical and psychological reality for girls and women as well as 
the need for it to be framed in a social and political context. An abundance of literature was 
published during this decade (Koss, 2005) and as a result, feminists were successful in 
forcing acknowledgement and discussion of rape out into the public arena. This success 
included redefining rape as a crime of gendered violence against women (Brownmiller, 1975; 
Freedman, 2006, p. 114), invariably committed by a perpetrator known to the victim 
(Campbell & Wasco, 2005, p. 128; Stanko, 1985) and as a crime that functions as a form of 
social control over women (Maynard & Winn, 1997, p. 178; Ahrens, 2006, p. 263; 
Brownmiller, 1975, p. 15). 
Popular understandings of the crime of rape are plagued by persistent erroneous beliefs and 
empirically unsupported myths which blame the victim and exonerate the perpetrator. 
According to Susan Brownmiller (1976), some of these myths· can be seen to have their 
origins in Freud's writings on women and masochism. Brownmiller considers the influence 
of Freud's views on psychoanalytic thinking to be pivotal in expanding the ideology of male 
rape to include a discourse of hidden female desire, one in which girls and women 'crave the 
lust of pain' (1976, p. 315). Myths such as 'women want to be raped', 'women ask to be 
raped' and 'she didn't struggle so she must have wanted to be raped' (AIC, 2008d; Family 
Matters, 2007) are examples of ways in which views such as Freud's have been easily 
absorbed by patriarchal society and expressed as blame and shame truths. 
Two further rape myths include the twin beliefs that rape can only occur between strangers 
(Gavey, p. 38; ACSSA, 2005; AIC, 2008e), and that rape only occurs in dark and secluded 
public spaces (Family Matters, 2007; AIC, 2008d; Campbell & Wasco, 2005). Feminists have 
long argued that rape is a crime more often perpetrated by males known to their female 
victims than by male strangers (Campbell & Wasco, 2005, p. 128; Stanko, 1985). Susan 
Brownmiller (1976, p. 349) believes that 'rape is a crime of opportunity and opportunity 
knocks most frequently in a familiar milieu'. In Australia, the 1992 Easteal study (AIC, 
1 The information contained in the literature review was obtained from journals, texts and online sources drawing on 
research conducted in a number of fields including feminism, psychology, philosophy, sociology and criminology. Search 
terms included: women and rape; sexual assault; sexual violence; childhood rape; disclosure; rape prevalence; rape myths; 
impacts of rape; voice and silence; gendered crime; social control 
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2008b) found that only one-fifth of all rapes were committed by strangers and a personal 
safety survey conducted in 2005 reported similar findings with only 22 percent of victims 
experiencing rape by a stranger (Australian Bureau of Statistics [ABS], 2008), a figure 
supported by the AIC crime report (2008c ). Studies in other countries reflect a similar 
picture. The 2000 British Crime Survey reported that only 8 percent of respondents had been 
raped by a stranger (Myhill & Allen, 2008) with the U.S. figure even lower at 2.9 percent 
(U.S. Department of Justice, 2008a). The AIC report (2008c) also noted that 65 percent of 
rape offences occurred in a private dwelling. The British Crime Survey recorded a slightly 
higher figure of75 percent (Myhill & Allen, 2008) and the U.S. National Violence Against 
Women Survey noted that 84.5 percent of rapes occurred in private dwellings (U.S. 
Department of Justice, 2008b ). 
While it has already been suggested that statistics do not offer an accurate reflection of the 
pervasiveness of rape, it is clear from the statistics given above that, of the crimes recorded in 
these reports, there are two common factors present: most girls and women are raped by 
someone known to them; and these rapes occur for the most part in domestic settings. These 
findings clearly reflect feminist views of rape in terms of both. perpetrator and location 
(Campbell & Wasco, 2005, p. 128; Stanko, 1985; Brownrniller, 1976, p. 349) and make it 
difficult to believe that myths such as those already mentioned still persist. But persist they 
do and research indicates that as a result, girls and women internalise such thinking and are 
often left bewildered post-rape, unable to determine whether what they have experienced can 
be named rape. This is especially difficult if the perpetrator was known to them and the 
offence occurred in a horne environment. Further, it raises questions about whether they will 
be believed (Ahrens, 2006, p. 269; Littleton, Radecki Breitkopf, Berenson, 2006, p. 761). In 
addition, if victims are unable to connect what they have experienced with popular 
understandings of rape, they frequently internalise blame and take responsibility for the 
offence. As a result, they can be left wondering whether they could have prevented the rape 
from happening (Ullman, Townsend, Filipas, Starzynski, 2007, p. 25; Freedman, 2006, p. 
112). 
In combination, these factors act as barriers to disclosure (ACSSA, 2005) particularly given 
the social opprobrium a disclosure of this nature may attract. However, harbouring such 
doubts, along with the shame and self-blame attitudes that accompany them, has been shown 
to impede the recovery process for victims (Ullman & Filipas, 2001, p. 1029; ACSSA, 2006). 
Clearly, current research overwhelmingly indicates that rape myths compound the trauma of 
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rape for victims by creating situations where victims must either remain silent about their 
rape experience or take a personal risk when seeking help and support post-rape. 
Research indicates that, as a form of patriarchal social control, rape remains a crime that 
knows no limits. It persists as an act of male violence that cuts across age, social, cultural and 
economic boundaries arguably leaving all girls and women exposed to the possibility of 
sexual violence (Brownmiller, 1975, p. 348; AIC, 2008e). Patricia Easteal (AIC, 2008e) 
argues that fear of rape has the ability to engage girls and women in behaviours of self-
policing that influence how they negotiate with, and function in, their social and geographical 
surroundings. Indeed a process of double scrutiny can be seen to operate whereby girls and 
women are subject to a combination of the male gaze and to rigorous self-surveillance, 
notions which are understood through the work of Laura Mulvey and Michel Foucault. 
Drawing on Foucault's work on panoptical power (1987, pp. 201-202), a condition in which 
individuals believe themselves to be under constant observation by an invisible yet powerful 
gaze, Laura Mulvey (cited by Kaplan, 1997) coined the term male gaze to describe the impact 
of constant male observation on the behaviour of females (p. xvii). Foucault extended his 
thinking to suggest an internalisation of the panopticon so that. self-surveillance occurs at the 
micro personal level (O'Grady, 2005, p. 17) without the need for external force or violence. 
According to Helen O'Grady (2005, p. 27) the internalisation impact of the male gaze on 
girls and women reinforces female subordination in patriarchal culture because 'a panoptical 
male connoisseur resides within the consciousness of most women: they stand before his gaze 
and under his judgement' (Bartky cited by O'Grady, 2005, p. 26). Research suggests that 
believing one~elf to be both under constant observation and a potential target for sexual 
violence has the ability to profoundly affect the lives of girls and women by shaping and 
constraining their activities in ways that can only be interpreted as socially controlling 
(Hester, 1992, p. 68; Maynard & Winn, 1997, p. 177; ACSSA, 2007). From this perspective, 
the feminist understanding of rape can be seen to emerge from a complex analysis of 
patriarchal power and control and with the female clearly positioned to fear the rape 
experience rather than desire it. 
The trauma of rape impacts on victims on many levels and its effects can have profound and 
life-long consequences (Family Matters, 2007; Acierno et al, 2007, pp. 253-254; ACSSA, 
2007). Indeed, rape is recognised as a deeply traumatic experience that carries an increased 
risk of serious mental health issues along with higher incidences of chronic and acute 
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physical health issues (Koss, Koss & Woodruff cited by Campbell & Wasco, 2005; Koss, 
Figueredo, Bell, Tharan, Tromp, 1996). Psychological impacts have been found to manifest 
as Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, depression, eating disorders, suicide/suicide ideation and 
self harm behaviours (Campbell & Wasco, 2005; ACSSA, 2007; Anderson & Doherty, 2008; 
Parekh & McCoy, 2007; Thompson, Wonderlich, Crosby, Mitchell, 2001) while somatic 
symptoms may include chronic disease, gynaecological problems, headaches, gastro 
intestinal problems, sexual dysfunction and reproductive problems (Crome & McCabe, 1995; 
ACSSA, 2006). Rape victims' perception of their own physical health also rates lower than 
the perception of non-victims (Kimerling & Calhoun, 1994 ). 
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder is recognised as a common and devastating mental health 
outcome for rape victims (Ullman & Filipas, 2001; Ullman et al, 2007; Campbell & Wasco, 
2005) and one which continues to have a significant impact on women throughout their lives 
(Acierno et al, 2007, pp. 253-254). Feminist philosopher Karyn Freedman (2006), credits the 
feminist movement of the 1970s with raising public awareness of the link between Post 
Traumatic Stress Disorder and rape aftermath and notes 'the most common post traumatic 
disorders are those not of men in war but of women in civilian life' (Herman cited by 
Freedman, 2006, p. 105). Indeed, Post Traumatic Stress Disorder's prevalence rate is highest 
amongst females who have been victims of rape (Foa, Steketee & Olasov cited by Campbell, 
2001. p. 3; ACSSA, 2006) with approximately one third of all victims developing disorder 
symptoms (Parekh & McCoy, 2007). 
Further, the existence of a traumatic experience in an individual's past has been linked to 
eating disorders such as Anorexia Nervosa and Bulimia Nervosa (Schneer, 2002; Tamas, 
Magdalena, Sandor, Janos, 2005; ACSSA, 2006). A study in the United States found that the 
experience of sexual violence increased the likelihood of adolescent victims developing 
disordered eating patterns by 6-13 percent (Thompson et al, 2001 ). Clinical depression has 
been found to be another common mental health outcome for girls and women (ACSSA, 
2006) with the likelihood of developing major depression three times higher for victims of 
rape than for non-victims ( Parekh & McCoy, 2007). 
While the trauma of the rape itself impacts on victims' health, victims can be additionally 
traumatised by negative responses to the act of disclosure. Negative social reactions to the 
disclosure of rape have been found to have a significant deleterious effect on the recovery 
process for victims, impacting on their ability to speak of, and cope with their experience 
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(Ullman et al, 2007; Family Matters, 2007; Ahrens, 2006; Ahrens & Campbell, 2000). As 
has already been noted, only a minority of sexual violence offences (19.6 percent in the 
Easteal, 1992 study) are reported to formal support providers (AIC, 2008b; Ahrens & 
Campbell, 2000, p. 960; Ahrens, Campbell, Temier-Thames, Wasco, Sefl, 2007) while 
approximately two thirds of victims disclose to informal support providers (Ullman & 
Filipas, 2001). Ahrens argues (2006, p. 264; Ahrens et al, 2007) that negative reactions to 
disclosure from trained professionals such as police and medical services is a common 
experience for victims. Rape victims disclosing to informal support providers such as family 
or friends often fare better (Ahrens et al, 2007, p. 38) although negative responses such as 
victim blaming are not uncommon (AIC, 2008b; Family Matters, 2007; Ahrens, 2006, p. 
263). 
Research findings indicate that a negative reaction to the disclosure of rape can have an 
immediate and profound effect helping to create what has been termed secondary 
victimisation (Campbell, 1998; Ahrens, 2006; Anderson & Doherty, 2008, p. 9). This has 
been found to manifest as self-silencing (Ahrens, 2006) and add to the feelings of 
disempowerment (Family Matters, 2007; Ahrens, 2006, p. 264.), a 'shattered self and a 
'shattered worldview' (Freedman, 2006, p. 105) which frequently emerge as a response to 
sexual violation. Research suggests that secondary victimisation can impact on the victim in a 
myriad of ways both intrapersonally and interpersonally (Anderson & Doherty, 2008, p. 10) 
by creating feelings of self-blame (Ullman et al, 2007), diminishment of the rape experience, 
and questioning of the legitimacy of the experience (Ahrens, 2006). In addition, victims who 
experience sexual violence may take on the responsibility for creating distress in those to 
whom they have disclosed (Littleton, Axsom, Radecki Breitkopf, Berenson, 2006; Campbell, 
2001; Ahrens et al, 2007, p. 44). As Courtney Ahrens (2006, p. 263) argues 'the 
consequences of speaking out are not always positive'. Further, the Ahrens study found 
negative responses from at least one informal support person to be the result in one quarter to 
three quarters of disclosure situations, meaning that girls and women often opt to remain 
silent in the hope of avoiding further harm (2006, p. 270). 
It is clear from the research that the experience of rape can have an immediate and 
devastating impact on girls and women (Family Matters, 2007; Acierno et al, 2007, pp. 253-
254; ACSSA, 2007). In addition, it is clear that disclosure and how it is received can have 
serious and damaging consequences (Ullman et al, 2007; Family Matters, 2007; Ahrens, 
2006; Ahrens & Campbell, 2000)). Studies suggest however that the following areas are 
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under-researched: what factors influence some victims to disclose and others to remain silent 
(Smith, Letourneau, Saunders, Kilpatrick, Resnick, Best, 2000, p. 286); how and to whom 
victims choose to disclose; the disclosure experience itself, and reactions to the disclosure 
(Starzynski, Ulman, Filipas, Townsend, 2005, pp. 430); and in what ways self-silencing 
practices following disclosure impact on victims (Ahrens, 2006, pp. 263-272). Arguably, 
more research is needed in these areas in particular in order for improvements to be made to 
support services for victims of rape (Kogan, 2003) and in order for societal change to occur 
(Ahrens, 2006). 
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METHODOLOGY 
Feminist research has faced a challenge in the past in introducing and establishing alternative 
forms of knowledge-making practices while operating within an essentially patriarchal 
framework of understanding and knowledge production. Sneja Gunew (1992) highlights the 
difficulties experienced by feminists when trying to 'construct new positions from which to 
speak' (p. 27) within a male-defined epistemology that often relies on statistical data and has 
traditionally placed an emphasis on 'objective and universal truth' (p. 16). However, as Dale 
Spender tells us, 'at the core of feminist ideas is the crucial insight that there is no one truth' 
(cited by Reinharz, 1992, p. 7). 
Traditional patriarchal epistemologies, according to Gayle Letherby (2003, p. 42), with their 
focus on universality and truth, 'deny the importance of the experiential, the private and the 
personal' and it is this aspect of traditional male-defined research practices that feminism 
continues to challenge in order to legitimise women's subjective understandings of their 
embodied experience (Maynard, 1994, p. 23). Feminist research then is underpinned by the 
principle that 'women's lives are important' (Reinharz, 1992, p. 241) and characterised by an 
emphasis on the validity and significance of women's subjective embodied experience in 
relation to knowledge production (Sarantakos, 2005). With particular regard to the experience 
of rape, if silence, as Courtney Ahrens (2006, p. 263) suggests, 'is emblematic of 
powerlessness', then to deny rape victims a voice, when they have already experienced a 
personal loss of power through the rape itself, is to deny them the opportunity to express their 
subjective embodied experience and serves, albeit unintentionally, to further disempower 
them. 
According to Margaret Fonow and Judith Cook (2005), a central feature of a feminist 
approach to knowledge production is the long-standing refusal by feminist researchers to 
participate in the type of patriarchal dualistic thinking that separates mind from body and 
privileges the mind (logic and reason) over the body (subjectivity and emotion). This feminist 
approach sees the body 'as both a legitimate source of knowledge and a product of culture 
that is open to analysis [like] any other culturally inscribed phenomenon' (Fonow & Cook, 
2005). Gayle Letherby (2003, p. 3) writes of ways in which 'knowing' and 'doing' are 
intimately related and the impossibility of writing of one without consideration of the other, 
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thereby reflecting the importance of the role of the mind and body in feminist theory and 
knowledge-making practices. 
Gayle Letherby (2003), drawing on the work of Scott (1998) notes that 'the relationship 
between theory and experience is dynamic: experience may be the starting point for feminist 
research but it is in the analysis of experience that the potential for change lies without 
denying that behind the text are lives' (p. 62). This is particularly important because it seems 
to both validate personal experience and acknowledge the potential it holds for societal 
change without diminishing the understanding that the experiences are real to the women 
who live them. Features of feminist research are the 'legitimacy of women's own 
understanding of their experiences' (Maynard, 1994, p. 23) and the distinction between 
knowing, a process of subjective understanding, and knowledge, understandings bestowed 
with legitimacy and authority, generally masculinist, scientific and excluding (Gunew, 1992, 
p. 14). Sneja Gunew (1992, p. 4) also notes the importance of the role that knowing plays for 
women in identity formation. 
So, how to 'constructnewpositions from which to speak' (Gunew, 1992, p. 27)? Suzanne 
Thomas (2001) considers the research process as 'an ongoing spiralling movement that leads 
not to conclusions but, rather, to further questioning and inquiry' (p. 276). She notes that 
through the use of multiple and creative forms of data presentation, researchers are able to 
'illuminate the values and meanings embedded in experience' (p. 275) and to 'transport 
others to new worlds' (p. 274). This approach to feminist research seems to support Shulamit 
Reinharz's (1992, p. 239) view that feminism has 'benefitted women in freeing up our 
creativity in the realm of research'. 
bell hooks (1991, pp. 55-59) reminds us, in relation to critical fictions, that it is the power of 
the imagination that lies at the heart of our ability to engage in the lives of others and it is 
through our capacity to imagine, that we can also respond to those lives more fully through 
the application of empathy. So, if we allow ourselves to open up our imaginations as hooks 
suggests, to move beyond the limitations of our own experience and step inside the lives of 
others, we can also open ourselves, through empathy, to the kaleidoscopic range and depth of 
human knowledge and emotion that swirls within those lives. 
But how to convey both the subjective experience of rape and contribute to new 
understandings while meeting Fonow and Cook's (2005) call for researchers to continue to 
critique, expand, and invent new ways of doing feminist research? And how to write with the 
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freedom of a singing voice and break free from traditional masculinist forms of academic 
writing while still illuminating the experience of rape in ways that both engage and transport 
the reader as well as prompting further questioning? 
Autoethnography is a form of self-narrative that contextualises experience by placing 'the 
self within a social context' (Reed-Danahay, 1997, p. 9) and can be identified as a form of 
resistance that disrupts through its ability to present 'alternative forms of meaning and power' 
(Pratt cited by Reed-Danahay, 1997, p. 8). Carolyn Ellis and Arthur Bochner (2000) argue 
that autoethnography is a form of knowledge production and writing that draws on 
autobiographical experience through memory and intertwines these memories with social and 
cultural interpretations to create 'multiple layers of consciousness, connecting the personal to 
the cultural' (p. 739). This autobiographical and introspective style of inquiry provides an 
intimate space through which the unique insight of personal experience can resonate, thereby 
amplifying the topic, in this instance childhood rape. It also has the ability to provide not only 
greater understanding of the experience for others who read it but also, for those who have 
experienced similar trauma, an opportunity to identify with and affirm their own experience. 
Autoethnography then, acknowledges a life waiting impatiently to be told, expecting to be 
told in order to provide depth of meaning. It is also an evocative form of data presentation 
that has the capacity and potential to reach out, touch and make human connections in ways 
that satisfy bell hooks' imagination/empathy concept (1991, pp. 55-59). While hooks' 
concept is offered in relation to fiction, its location in the world of non-fiction is of equal 
significance for it is in this world that the everyday subjective experiences of individuals 
reside. And it is in this realm that girls and women, those who have experienced rape, often 
speak and are not heard, if they can speak at all. 
The objective of this study is to uncover the multiple ramifications of my own experience of 
childhood rape and to explore, via exegesis, the amplifications of this subjective account and 
its relevance to contemporary feminist theorizing on childhood rape and its long-term 
impacts. This study then will proceed via autoethnography. It is qualitative in nature, using a 
feminist research methodology which values an epistemology that acknowledges the 
importance of 'the experiential, the private, the personal' (Letherby, 2003, p. 42) and is in 
line with a desire to encompass feminist understandings of knowledge-making which value 
the role of multiple perspectives and subjectivities so central to experience-based forms of 
inquiry (Reinharz, 1992). The purpose of the research is not to reach fixed conclusions but 
rather to evocatively explore the lived experience of childhood rape in order to deepen 
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current understandings of those areas considered to be under-researched (i.e. disclosure and 
self-silencing). In doing so, the thesis will also give voice to the experience by removing the 
silencing that continues to surround childhood rape and its aftermath. 
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I't W Cl/ ~that-ha4r bee-vv ihvq:>edt by £he-t t"VOUMnOV of 
~vcq:>e~. 
It w vr..4& Cl/ ~that-ha4r Left he¥ {oreJVer ~ ow£he-t 
~of~ 
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'Ir IS N<Dr 'DIFFERENCE n-tAr Ilv1lvl<913ILISES US, 
13Ur SILENCE. ANV rtfE'RE ARE 5<9 lvlANY SILENCES 
r<D 13E 13R<DKEN'. 
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It's rAeady twerAty five year-s sirAce I fast tr-aveUed this r-oad. IVe avoided it 
rAOt because it's irA arAother state or- towrA or- everA beyorAd the r-arAge of 
subur-bs I V\Of"W\aUy visit. ActuaUy_, this str-eet is orAfy thr-ee or- four 
kiloW\etv-es ProW\ W\Y childhood hoW\e arAd despite W\arAy year-s fivirAg 
elsewhere_, I've r-etur-rAed to settle just a few subur-bs away. The str-eet 
wher-e I1W\ par-ked everA rurAS thr-ough arA ar-ea that I sti(( shop irA ProW\ 
tiW\e to tiW\e. A tirAy urbarA hospital sits orA this str-eet arAd is the reasorA 
I1W\ her-e V\OW. fv1y thr-ee yourAg chifdr-erA are irA the car with W\e. I've 
br-ought theW\ to the site of W\Y birth despite the W\eW\ories this W\ay 
evoke. 
The buitdirAg is white arAd OrA orAe level_, surrourAded by red arAd pirAk 
ffowerirAg hibiscus shr-ubs. OrAfy the plaque orA the waU by the W\airA 
erAtr-arAce arAd the rAeatrAess of its grourAds suggests its furActiorA. There are 
V\O patierAt trarAsport vehicles or wheelchairs ·or patierAtS irA dressirAg 
gowrAs. lt<s such a V\OrA-descript buifdirAg it could be a COW\W\UrAity cerAtre 
or arA adW\irAistratiorA block of SoWle sort. I1W\ disappoirAted. Because of the 
sigrAificarAce of this buifdirAg iVt W\Y fife I SoW\ehow feel it should have W\ore 
to say for itself; it did after aU resorAate with the echo of W\Y W\other,s 
pairA irA fabC?ur arAd W\Y owrA first W\eWfirAg cries. 
fv1y chifdrerA_, of course_, are also disappoirAted. There,s rAothirAg to firAk 
what they see before theW\ with the W\other that they krAow. They fidget 
arAd coW\plairA arAd I feel W\yse(f gettirAg irritated with theW\_, rAot for their 
lack of irAterest but because I've risked W\uch to brirAg theW\ here. 
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Ottt the corttter across the road froM t/t\e hospital i.s atttother) Much .SMaUer 
buildittt_g. It's a house) built. ittt the low .style atttd pale brick of the late 
J..qho.s. It too .sits .surroutttded by hibiscus .shrubs) their lar_ge) deep _greettt 
leaves protectittt_g the we.st-facittt_g witttdow.s froM the har.s/t\ttte.s.s of the 
Au.stratiaVt .SlAV\. T/t\e /t\ouse itself doe.sVt,t appear to disturb t/t\e {aVtd.scape 
arouVtd it) .sittiVt_g low a.s it does aMidst the red aVtd piVtk .splashed 
_greeVtery. It i.s difficult to Make out the cross .shape affixed to the wa{{ 
beside the froVtt door. By coVttra.st) the lar_ger dark brick buildiVt_g to it.s 
left ri.se.s froM the earth with a pre.setttce that i.s hard to i_gVtore. It ha.s aVt 
air of authority about it) deltV\aVtdiVt_g your atteVttioVt. The lar_ge white 
cross OV\ it.s facade loudly declares it.s .status. 
I had oVtce .speVtt a lot of tiMe at this house. I had eateVt MaVt!J Meals here 
aVtd .slept MaVt!J Vti_ght.s. fv1y voice had joiVted others iVt the _gardeVt.S 
surrouVtdiVt_g the house) uVtitiVt_g iVt the uVtiVthibited .shri{{Vte.s.s aVtd joy of 
play. I had experieVtced a real .seVt.se of freedoM here) the kiVtd that 
exhilarates aVtd Makes your .skiVt tiVt_g{e with the pleasure of pure 
i Vtdu l_geVtce. 
The .sprawliVt_g _gardeVt offered ltV\aVt!J .sites where childreVt could hide aVtd 
it.s va.stVte.ss aU owed for e{ a borate _gaMes of _group ( cha.sey, aVtd (hi dey> a.s 
we{{ a.s cricket aVtd footba{{. The .solid .squareVte.s.s of the J..q so.s church iVt 
the _grouVtd.s wa.s a coVt.staVtt {ooMiVt_g preseVtce ca.stiVt_g a powerful .shadow 
throu_ghout the day. Despite it.s saVtctity) our _gaMes .spi((ed over aVtd iVtto 
the church,.s iVtterior. The forbiddeVt wafers aVtd wiVte of COitV\ItV\IAVtioVt 
offered a Mischievous aVtd bold di.stractioVt) aVtd the ivory keys of the 
or_gaVt raVt_g out with the di.scordaVtt tttote.s of clultV\.S!j fiVt_gers. The _gardeVts 
of the house becaMe oVte of ltV\!} MaVt!J childhood play_grouVtds aVtd the 
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chuV'ch itself a site of dariV\g aV\d bV'avado. It was of course) also a site of 
V'itua( aV\d prayer OV\ SuV\days. 
As we(( as beiV\g a good fV'ieV\d of the W\iV\ister,s daughter) I was also a 
W\eW\ber of the church choir aV\d loved the way our coUective voices grew 
iV\ iV\teV\Sity aV\d IAV\fuded to fi(( every COV'V\eV' of the church with SoV\g. t 
reW\eW\ber thiV\kiV\g at the tiW\e that the W\agic of our siV\giV\g would 
surely W\ake up for the cfaV\destiV\e reW\ova( of wafers aV\d wiV\e aV\d that 
the W\aV\ who huV\ched oveV' the oV'gaV\ each week aV\d whee:z.ed with each 
chaV\ge of pitch) was so aV\cieV\t that he would StAV'efy V\ever V\otice the 
greasy outliV\e of our fiV\geV'S OV\ the keys. 
The choir was W\ade up of the W\iV\ister1S chifdreV\) theiV' fV'ieV\ds aV\d soW\e 
ofdeV' woW\eV\. Because of this aV'V'aV\geW\eV\t I speV\t W\OV'e tiW\e thaV\ f 
would V\OV'W\a((y have doV\e iV\ the CoW\paV\y oF older boys. This didV\1t 
bother W\e at the tiW\e thoughj after a({; I had oldeV' bV'otheV'S of W\Y OWV\ 
aV\d their boisteV'ous coW\paV\y aV\d gaW\es of CV'icket were faV' W\OV'e 
excitiV\g to W\e thaV\ the W\ore traditioV\a( feW\iV\iV\e pastiW\es of W\Y older 
sisteV's. So) depeV\diV\g OV\ the weather) I was always eageV' to take part iV\ 
the gaW\es that would iV\vaV'iabfy foUow choir practice. OV\ce beyoV\d the 
COV\StraiV\iV\:g waUs of the church) our aV\gefic voices aV\d devout 
deW\eaV\OIAV'S would tV'aV\SfOV'W\ aV\d we would rush about wildly) our 
thV'oo.ts burV\iV\g with the shV'i((V\ess of OlAV' shouts. 
As we grew older) the appeal aV\d thV'i(( of stoleV\ COW\W\IAV\iOV\ wafeV'S aV\d 
sour tastiV\g WiV\e gV'ew less. The W\assed gaW\eS of cricket held diW\iV\ishiV\g 
exciteW\eV\t. Slowly) OlAV' puV'suits chaV\ged aV\d becaW\e W\OV'e adveV\turous_; 
the V'isks iV\volved iV\CV'eased theiV' appeal. CV'tAW\pled /VladboV'ough cigaV'ette 
packets aV\d boxes of Redhead W\atches were produced froW\ the pockets 
of the o{deV' boys_; scissors aV\d W\agtt:z.iV\eS appeaV'ed iV\ the haV\ds of the 
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girls. fvly {uV~.gs exploded vio{eV~.t{y at the iV~.vasioV\ of SW\oke fr-oW\ W\Y fir-st 
cigar-ette aV\d W\Y hair- fe{{ .fr-oW\ the blades of a bluV\t pair- of scissor-s iV\ 
the secr-et iV~.ter-ior- of a pluW\bago bush. The iV\V\OCeV\t play of childr-eV\_, 
however-_, sooV\ becaW\e gover-V\ed by exter-V\a{ for-ces. A pack of car-ds 
suddeV\ly wielded uV\pr-ecedeV~.ted power-.~ deter-W\iV\iV\g who would te(( the 
tr-uth aV\d who would be chaUeV\ged with a dar-e. A r-oU of a dice was 
eV\ough to for-ce the r-eW\ova{ of a piece of clothiV\g. A spiVI.V\iV\g br-oWV\ beer-
bottle sealed OV\e's lips to aV\other-'s aV\d also sealed oV\e's fate. 
fvly stoW\ach heaves aV\d W\Y face floods with a r-ush of blood. The V\oise of 
the childr-eV\ iV\ the car- becoW\es W\Uted.~ du{{ed by the r-oar- of V\Oise that 
fi((s the spir-alliV\g spaces of W\Y iV\V\er- ear-. The i'W\age of the br-oWV\ beer-
bottle eter-V\a((y spiV\V\iV\g r-efuses to leave W\e. It swirls W\e iV~.to a dar-k 
iV~.teY'ior- aV\d aV\other- childish gaW\e. 
PostW\aV\1S I<V\ock. A gaW\e that developed fr-oW\ a 1-qtt-. ceV\tur-y V\UY'Ser-y 
r-hyW\e. EtgAt o'clock the postMan's knock. It's COW\W\OV\ly descr-ibed as a 
fuV\ party gaW\e aV\d iV~.volves a gr-oup of boys aV\d a gr-oup of girls.~ each 
giveV\ a V\UW\ber-ed piece of paper-. A boy ca((s out his V\UW\ber- aV\d the girl 
with the W\atchiV\g V\UW\ber- kisses the boy. IV\V\OCeV\t eV~.ough aV\d iV\ :Lq7o.~ 
a gaW\e V\O doubt played by thouSaV\dS of childr-eV\ at parties acr-oss 
Austr-alia. fvly fY'ieV\d .aV\d I aV\d W\Y fr-ieV~.d's br-other-s aV\d their- fr-ieV~.ds 
played this gaW\e as welL aV\d with the iW\agiV~.atioV\ of the youV\g.~ added 
aV\ extr-a twist. 
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A stor-age cupboar-d becaW\e the dav/<eVted site for- the exchaVtge of the 
VtuW\beved kiss. /VIy fV'ieVtd r-efused to kiss her- OWV\ br-other-s.) which was 
fair- eVtough aVtd.) had they beeVt W\t) br-other-s.) f would have vespoVtded 
siW\ilady.) but it W\eaVtt th.at f was (eft at a disadvaVttage. ft also W\eaVtt 
that l speVtt W\ove tiW\e iVt the cupboar-d thaVt she did. ft was oVt(y a 5W\a{{ 
cupboar-d aVtd coW\pletely dar-k except for- the thiVt stash of light at the 
bottoW\ of the door-. The kissiVtg was usuatly awkwar-d aVtd br-ief aVtd left 
W\e gaspiVtg.) Vtot because aVty pr-e -pubesceVtt passioV\5 wer-e ar-oused iVt W\e 
but because it felt hot aVtd cfaustvophobic iVt ther-e. ft also felt like 
5oW\ethiVtg l shou(dVt1t have beeVt doiVtg. The gaW\e5 l took part iVt with W\Y 
older- br-other-s had Vtevev exteVtded to aVtythiVtg so iVttiW\ate aVtd so hadVt1t 
pr-epar-ed W\e for- these Vtew foV'W\5 of play. For- W\aVty veasoV\5 l Vtevev liked 
this gaW\e but lacked the cour-age to say so. lt was oVtly the abseVtce of 
assertiveVte55 that kept W\e iVt the cupboar-d.. <spiV\ the Bottle, aVtd 
<PostW\aV\15 KVtock, becaW\e r-egular- gaW\e5. l wish l could veW\eW\bev theW\ 
with. blushiVtg affectioVt as other- people W\u5t do but their- heavy pveseVtce 
iVt W\Y W\eW\ovy is difficult to er-ase. IV\ W\Y W\iVtd these gaW\e5 ave 
iVtextV'icab(y tiVtked to the eveVtt5 that would fotlow. EveVtt5 so tvauW\atic 
iVt Vtatuve they would alter- the cour-se of W\Y life.) shapiVtg for-ever- the 
patter-V\5 of W\Y beiVtg. 
The Vtight is sti((. A watchful dog bar-ks iVt the distaVtce. A body stir-s 
uVtdev its sheet. The s(eepiVtg figur-e is a gir-L gvowVt too far-ge V\OW to 
r-ealty be seeVt aVty (oVtgev as a youVtg child aVtd yet too uVtdeveloped to 
have W\ade the tvaVtsitioVt to adolesceVtce. 
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The V\(ght is hot aV\d the 9iV'f steeps aV\d sweats fi9htly iV\ the pyjaWtas she 
was 9iveV\ foV' ChV'iStWtas. The WtateV'ia( is seeV'suckeV' aV\d she likes the way 
the fabV'iC V'ises iV\ tiV\y soft squaV'es that fee{ buWtpy uV\deV' heV' fiV\9eV's. 
The V\eWV\ess of the elastic iV\ the fe9s of the paV\tS pV'esses aV\d {eaves a 
V'ed WtaV'k OV\ the skiV\ at the top of heV' thi9hs. 
OV\ the otheV' side of the V'OOW\_, heV' school fV'ieV\d_, sepaV'ated fV'oW\ heV' by 
a low dV'essiV\9 table_, V'eaches out iV\ heV' sleep aV\d dV'a9s the sheet fV'oW\ 
its V'estiV\9 place at the bottoWt of the bed aV\d coveV'S heV' le9s. The two 
fV'ieV\ds steep the uV\iV\teV'V'upted steep of those without a caV'e iV\ the 
woV'ld_, the UV\tV'oubled sleep of the youV\9. 
LateV' iV\ the V\i9ht_, howeveV'_, the 9iV'l is jolted awake. She caV\1t bV'eathe. 
SoWtethiV\9 is claWtped oveV' heV' face aV\d it takes WtoWteV\tS foV' heV' to 
V'ealise ifs a MaV\d. A V'OU9M_, StV'OV\9 MaV\d is coveriV\9 MeV' face foV'ciV\9 heV' 
Wtouth shut aV\d half bfockiV\9 heV' V\OSe. The wei9ht of the haV\d pV'esses 
heV' head deep iV\to the pi({ow. She shakes heV' head fV'oW\ side to side aV\d 
tV'ies to pull the haV\d away but it pV'esses haV'deV' WtashiV\9 heV' lips a9aiV\st 
heV' teeth. 
AV\otheV' haV\d is pulliV\9 at heV' pyjaWta paV\tS. She,s coWtpfetely peV'plexed 
aV\d teV'V'ified_, CaV\1t UV\deV'staV\d what is happeV\iV\9 aV\d stV'u99les with heV' 
haV\dS to keep heV' paV\tS OV\. She kV\ows that soWtethiV\9 bad is happeV\iV\9 
aV\d heV' body is awash with feaV'. She waV\tS to CV'Y out but the haV\d 
pV'eveV\tS heV' aV\d aV\yway_, she feaV's she will wake heV' fV'ieV\d if she does. 
She has ideV\tified heV' attackeV' aV\d without coV\sciousfy V'ealisiV\9 it V\OV' 
haviV\9 the woV'ds to descr-ibe it_, the 9iV'l seV\ses that this is a teV'V'ible thiV\9 
that heV' fV'ieV\d Wtust V\ot see. 
His hot bV'eath fills heV' eaV' with a whispeV'ed voice so haV'SM she caV\V\ot 
UV\deV'staV\d what is beiV\9 said. She daV'eS V\Ot take MeV' atteV\tioV\ away 
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fr-oW\ her- str-uggle to keep her- pa.V1.t5 OVI. iVI. or-der- to W\a.ke 5eVI.5e of wha.fs 
beiVI.g said. 
Her- thr-oat feels fu(( O.VI.d thick with fear-. The W\outh at her- ear- W\oves 
a.VI.d she feels his toVI.gue for-ciVI.g its way past her- teeth. She feels utter-
disgust. She WO.VI.t5 to voW\it. 
She fiVI.a.((y loses the short str-uggle with her- pa.V1.t5 O.VI.d they VI.OW ha.VI.g_, 
pathetic O.VI.d UVI.tidy fr-oW\ oVI.e a.VI.k(e. The (eVI.gth of her- youVI.g body is 
bur-ied UVI.der- the body of her- s(eepiVI.g fV'ieVI.d5 1 br-other- O.VI.d his weight 
pr-esses OVI. her-_, W\a.kiVI.g W\oVeW\eVI.t iW\possibte. His chokiVI.g toVI.gue per-sists. 
His ha.VI.d for-ces her- thighs apart. Her- ter-r-ified eyes ar-e so widely opeVI. 
that they absor-b a(( the diW\ fight iVI. the r-ooW\. The opeVI. door-way sta.VI.d5 
iVI. the cor-VI.er-_, a siteVI.t witVI.ess. 
SoW\ethiVI.g pushes at her-) betweeVI. her- legs. She>s sti(( coVI.fused a.VI.d CO.VI.1t 
wor-k out what it CO.&!\ be. tt>s pa.ill\fu( O.VI.d iV~-sisteVI.t) pushiVI.g_, pushiVI.g. Sti(( 
the toVI.gue fi((s her- W\outh. The weight a.VI.d the pa.iVI. is too W\uChj she sti(( 
CO.&t\1t br-eathe pr-oper-ly. 
At fast the Vl.ight air- floods iVI.to her- W\outh a.VI.d her- body feels weightless. 
He>s goll\e lea.viVI.g a stickiVI.ess betweell\ her- legs that is alr-eady begiVI.VI.iVI.g 
to coVI.gea.( OVI. her- hot skill\. 
Her- fr-ieVI.d sleeps OV\.. 
lVI. the W\OV'VI.iVI.g the gir-l CO.V\.VI.Ot W\eet her- fr-ieVI.d 15 eye a.VI.d she says 
VI.OthiVI.g of her- ter-r-or- iVI. the Vl.ight. 
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For a {oV\g tiiiV\e I refused to sleep at 11\t\Y fV'ieV\d's house aV\d avoided goiV\g 
there but it was difficult. BeiV\g school fV'ieV\dS as we{{ as choir 11\t\ell\t\bers 
11\t\eaV\t that we had to speV\d tiiiV\e together but) as ofteV\ as I could) I 
avoided goiV\9 to her house. The excuses I gave souV\ded eiiV\pty eveV\ to 
11\t\e. 
IV\ the last year of the 1..q sos) iV\ the saiiV\e spV'iV\9 11\t\OV\th but iV\ differeV\t 
parts of the couV\try) 11\t\Y frieV\d aV\d I each slithered froiiV\ the wav-11\t\th 
aV\d shelter of our 11\t\others' bodies. Our birth days were OV\Iy two days 
apart. 
WheV\ the iV\vitatioV\ caiiV\e froiiV\ 11\t\Y fV'ieV\d for a sleepover party for her 
twelfth birthday) I re{uctaV\tly agreed to go. This 11\t\ade 11\t\Y 11\t\other 
happy. She had thought 11\t\e i/1-11\t\aV\V\ered aV\d difficult for 11\t\Y COV\StaV\t 
refusals. 
Not {oV\g after I accepted her iV\vitatioV\J this frieV\d told 11\t\e I was to be 
the oV\Iy oV\e sfeepiV\9 over. I suppose I was 11\t\eaV\t to feet hoV\oured by 
such aV\ obvious display of close frieV\dship but I 11\t\ere(y felt deeply aV\xious 
aV\d trapped. I kV\eW that I cou (dV\'t get out of this OV\e with aV\other 
childish excuse. 
As the day caiiV\e closer I begaV\ to worry 11\t\ore aV\d 11\t\Y OWV\ twelfth 
birthday passed with aV\ tAV\dedyiV\g seV\se of forebodiV\g. 
The girl felt that if she wrapped the sheets aV\d heavy blaV\kets tightly 
arouV\d her body this· would soiiV\ehow protect her. She straiV\ed her eyes 
iV\ the glooiiV\J wif(iV\9 theiiV\ to stay opeV\. The effort 11\t\ade theiiV\ fee( dry 
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aVtd scratcb\y aVtd swoUeVt. She to(d b\erse(f sb\e wou(dVt1t fa(( asleep aVtd 
tb\at tb\e bfaVtkets would keep b\er safe. 
Wb\eV\ the W\a(e sifb\ouette appeared iVt tb\e doorway.) tb\e blaVtkets offered 
V\O protectioV\ aVtd b\er body flooded witb\ a darkVtess so iW\peVtetrab(e that 
it would be iW\possible for tb\e 9irl to reca(( later tb\e detaifs of tb\is Vti9b\t. 
Sb\e was.) b\owever.J (eft witb\ the iW\a9e of the W\a(e sifb\ouette burVted iVtto 
her W\eW\ory witb\ tb\e force of a braVtdiVt!J iroV\ aVtd it would be tb\is iW\a9e 
tb\at would returV\ iVt her dreaW\S year after year.) to terrify aVtd reW\iVtd 
her OV\Ce a9aiVt. 
OV\e afterVtOOV\ of tb\is saW\e year.) the year of W\Y rape.) I fouVtd W\yse(f 
sittiVt!J iVt the 9ara9e of the hoW\e of a differeVtt scb\oof frieVtd.J a girt I 
adW\it I Vtever usuaUy speVtt W\ucb\ tiW\e with. Tb\e 9ara9e b\ad beeV\ 
COV\Verted iVtto a far9e pfayrooW\ furVtisb\ed with aV\ ofd ru9.) sofa aVtd 
arW\chair.J aU too tatty aVtd tb\readbare for the W\aiVt house. StuW\ps of 
wood served as W\akeshift tables. These were tittered witb\ fo((y wrappers 
aVtd sticky -cups. Tb\e waUs were decorated with posters of pop 9roups aVtd 
siVtgers popular at tb\at tiW\e.J their iW\a9es cut froW\ tb\e pages of 
W\a9a.z.iVtes aVtd b\efd up by curfiV\9 strips of tape. Tb\ere were the wild.) 
black curls of /Vlarc Bo(aV\ aVtd tb\e pa9e-boy cut of Job\V\ DeVtver; tb\e 
skiVt -tigb\t flares aVtd sfasb\ed -to -the -waist sb\irts of Stade; the bee -stiVt!J 
tips of /Vlick Ja99er aVtd tb\e pearly white SW\ifes of tb\e OsW\oVtds. /Vly 
frieVtd 1s taste iVt pop idols was ecfectic to say tb\e feast. AV\ ofd traVtsistor 
radio was always tuVted to a popular radio statioV\ aVtd Tb\e CarpeVtters 
9ot us doWV\ witb\ (RaiVty Days aVtd /VloVtdays, aVtd Tb\ree Do9 Nigb\t picked 
us up with a bullfrog ca((ed JereW\iab\. The SW\e(( of o(d 9rease aVtd oif 
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fr-oW\ car- parts per-W\eated t/t\e air- aVtd iVtvasive teVtdr-ils of ivy filter-ed t/t\e 
lig/t\t str-aiVtiVtg to r-eac/t\ us tvwoug/t\ t/t\e oVte tiVty wiVtdow. 
I doVt 1t kVtoW w/t\y I c/t\ose this gir-l aVtd t/t\is afterVtOOV\ to s/t\ar-e W\!:) 
disturbiVtg secr-et. It W\ay have beeVt because s/t\e seeW\ed older- aVtd 
wor-ldlier- t/t\aVt t/t\e ot/t\er gir-ls I speVtt tiW\e wit/t\. AVtd it W\ay have beeVt 
because she waSVt1t a close fr-ieVtd. Whatever- the r-easoVt.~ W\!:) judgeW\eVtt 
was poor- aVtd W\!:) iVtteVttioVtS W\isguided. My disclosur-e was disW\issed as a 
wor-k of fictioVt. Despite W\!:) pr-otestatioVts of tr-ut/t\) s/t\e r-efused to take Me 
ser-iously. I felt cr-us/t\ed aVtd SW\a{{ aVtd chose sileVtce fr-oW\ t/t\eVt OV\. 
OVt(y of course) ther-e waSVt1t aVty r-ea( choice iVtvolved. T/t\e wor-d itself 
suggests autoVtOW\!:) aVtd t/t\e power- to select froM a r-aVtge of optioVts aVtd 
yet I fe(t I /t\ad Vteither- power- V\OV' optioVts. T/t\e eVtor-W\ous cour-age I had 
SIAMW\OVted up aVtd the assertioVt I /t\ad Made /t\0d beeVt r-ut/t\(ess(y swept 
aside by a sc/t\oofgid1S siW\ple utter-aVtce.~ <You,r-e a fiar-! 1 W/t\at else could I 
do with W\!:) secr-et but fold it up aVtd tuck it iVtto the deepest r-ecesses of 
W\!:) !:)OIAV\g body? 
You 1d be quite r-ight at this poiVtt to be woVtder-iVtg why I didVt1t take W\!:) 
secr-et to M!:J par-eVtts. I've r-ar-efy iVtvested aVty eVtergy thiVtkiVtg about this 
as aVt adult. My c/t\ild/t\ood aVtd faW\ily wer-e what they wer-e aVtd V\O 
aW\OtAV\t of r-ewor-kiVtg W\eW\or-y or- wis/t\iVtg t/t\iVtgs /t\ad beeVt differ-eVtt caVt 
after- t/t\at. My faW\il!:) aVtd upbr-iVtgiVtg ar-e iMMovable; t/t\ey r-eMaiVt 
tr-apped iVt tiMe like a gr-aiVty photogr-aph. But to satisfy your- curiosity.~ 
per-haps I should offer- aV\ exp{aVtatioVt. I Vtever- coVtsider-ed tafkiVtg to M!:J 
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par-eV\tS about IMY r-ape at tJt\e titMe because v-ea((y_, tl-\ey wer-eV\1t aV\ 
optioV\ eitl-\ev-. 
I was tl-\e last of five cl-\itdr-eV\ bor-V\ to aV\ artistic aV\d educated tMotl-\ev-
aV\d a tMisogyV\iSt_, CoV\Sev-vative aV\d V\ar-v-ow-tMiV\ded fatl-\ev-. IV\ 
cotMbiV\atioV\_, tl-\e effect of IMY fatl-\er-1S pev-soV\ality tr-aits left IMY tMotl-\ev-
fitt(e v-ootM for- se(f-developtMeV\t aV\d tota((y UV\ab(e to r-esist l-\is 
dotMiV\eev-iV\g ways. We pr-obably wer-eV\1t COV\Sidev-ed a particulady cfose 
fatMity_, ( a(tl-\ougl-\ tl-\is is a view I l-\ave developed OV\Iy as aV\ adult witl-\ 
childr-eV\ of IMY OWV\) but V\OV' wer-e we a particu(ady IAV\happy fatMily. We 
wer-e just a fatMity who weV\t OV\ picV\ics_, ar-gued aV\d bicker-ed atMoV\gst 
our-selves_, had holidays with other- fatMities_, aV\d always had a house fu(( of 
people at Chv-isttMas. Like tMost wotMeV\ of her- geV\er-atioV\_, IMY tMothev-
had sole v-espoV\sibitity for- the hotMe aV\d the fatMity white IMY fathev-
geV\er-ated aV\ iV\CotMe to support us by couV\tiV\g V\IAtMbev-s iV\ the public 
ser-vice. He V\evev- helped iV\ the hotMe except to discipliV\e us a((. 
Ther-e waSVt1t tMuch outwar-d affectioV\ iV\ our- fatMity apart fr-otM a hur-r-ied 
br-ush of tips OV\ the pr-offer-ed cheek of IMY tMothev- as we left for- school 
each tMOV"V\iV\g. We sibliV\gS playfu((y puV\ched aV\d tr-ipped each other- up 
like other- sibtiV\gS I kV\eW but aV\ythiV\g tMor-e affectioV\ate was altMost 
V\OV\-existeV\t. f V\evev- hear-d tMY par-eV\tS tel( tMe they loved tMe so f caV\ 
OV\Iy assutMe that they did. Love was V\evev- sotMethiV\g I v-ea((y thought 
about as a youV\g child. Per-haps f V\evev- felt the V\eed to do so for- I was 
the youV\gest aV\d eV\joyed the beV\efits this positioV\ iV\ the sibtiV\g 
hier-ar-chy affor-ded. I was iV\dulged by tMY older- br-other-s aV\d sister-s. 
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AloVl9 with aV\ abseV\ce of physical affectioVl iVl ouv- faiMily~ thev-e was also 
little eV\couv-a9eiMeVlt 9iveV\. to us to discuss how we felt about thiVl9S. 
QeVlev-aUy speaki"'9~ coVlvev-satioVlS v-evolved av-oul'\d what childv-eVl wev-e 
doiVl9 v-athev- thai'\ how they wev-e feelil'\9. We 1'\evev- discussed aVlythiVl9 of 
a pev-SoVlal Vlatuv-e av-oul'\d the dil'\1'\eV' table aVld v-av-ely eve"' iVl the safety 
of ouv- shav-ed bedv-oo!Ms. These V'OOIMS wev-e lav-9e sleep -outs built oVlto the 
oV'i9il'\al extev-iov- waUs of the house. Qids wev-e ill\ oV\e~ boys iVl the othev-. 
The Vlaked body was abseVlt fv-oiM ouv- faiMify lives aVld kVlOWVl oVlly to ouv-
pV'ivate selves. We each beca!Me experts at wakiVl9 ill\ the IMOV'VliVl9S al'\d 
cha"'9il'\9 without al'\y eiMbav-v-assiVl9 flesh beiVl9 exposed. This VlOW see!Ms 
like a IMiv-acfe 9ive"' that we a{{ shav-ed v-ooiMs al'\d dv-essi"'9 av-eas aVld oVlly 
had ol'\e bathv-ooiM betwee"' seve"' of us. 
If aV\ acute discoiMfort with a{{ thiVl9S pev-soVlal ac.co!MpaVlied !Me as I 9v-ew 
up~ the sifeVlce of secv-ecy v-all\ iVl taVldeiM al'\d had a v-ole to play iVl 
shapiVl9 IMY futuv-e. Secv-ecy was aVl iiMpleiMeVlt used to !Mask 
waywav-dVless~ e!Mbav-v-assiMeVlt aVld aVlythil'\9 else that had the poteVltial 
to disv-upt the equifibV'iuiM of faiMily life. Secv-ets~ ov- at the IMiVliiMuiM~ a"' 
avoidal'\ce of the shaV'i"'9 of tv-uth~ wev-e iVl abuVldaVlce. 
As a child~ IMY oldest sistev->s epilepsy was kept fv-oiM !Me Ul'\til I witVlessed 
hev- wv-ithiVl9 body Oil\ the floov- of ouv- bedv-ooiM ol'\e day aVld v-ecoifed iVl 
hov-v-ov-. Despite haviVl9 to hofd a cfoth betwee"' hev- teeth white a doctov-
was SUIMIMOVled~ 1'\eithev- IMY IMothev- VlOV' IMY sistev- evev- IMel'\tiol'\ed the 
epilepsy a9aiVl. fVIy othev- sistev-~ at ei9hteeVl aVld UI'\IMav-V'ied~ 1Mal'\a9ed to 
coVlcea( hev- pv-e91'\aVlcy fv-oiM hev- sibfiVl9S· I would heav- hev- cv-yi"'9 iVl the 
Vli9ht aVld questioVl hev- the foUowiVl9 day. Hay fevev- was 9ive"' as the 
expfaVlatioVl fov- the pv-ofol'\9ed Sl'\iffil'\9 aVld Vlose-bfowil'\9. She disappeav-ed 
fov- sevev-af days at OV\e poiVlt with ( appel'\dicitis, but v-efused latev- to show 
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Wle nev- scar-. Her- nay fever- COV\.tiV\.ued at Vlignt aV\.d the secr-et of nev-
daughter-15 birtn aV\.d subsequeVlt adoptioVl was kept by her- for- WlaVly 
year-s. 
Of cour-se tnev-e wer-e other- secr-ets as well. We Vlevev- discover-ed why WlY 
father- had baV\.Vled WlY Wlother-15 Wlotnev- (Wly Wlucn-(oved VlaV\.Vla) fr-oWl 
our- hoWle aV\.d why we wer-e V\.evev- to W\eVltioVl her- to hiWl. We wer-e V\.evev-
to(d of nev- husbaVld15 suicide iVl the j..q4os. He died fV'OW\ a shotguV\. 
wouV\.d to the head aVld was fouV\.d by WlY VlaV\.V\.a s(uWlped iVl a chair- iVl a 
gav-deV\. shed. The door- to the shed had beeV\. (eft cur-iously opeV\.. Per-haps 
ne nad WaV\.ted his eyes to captur-e OV\.e fast tiWle the deep b(ue sky 
stv-etchiVlg out befor-e hiWl~ v-isiVlg up fr-oWl the uVldu(atiVlg cor-r-ugated ir-oV\. 
r-oof of the nouse. He was a well kVlOWV\. figur-e iVl OV\.e of Wester-V\. 
Austv-a(ia15 Wlajov- gofd-WliVliVlg toWV\.5 aV\.d his death was r-eported at 
(eVlgth iVl tne toea( Vlewspaper-. We Vlevev- questioVled nis eady deatn~ 
per-naps because we wer-e Vlevev- eVlcouv-aged to do so or- per-haps because 
tne veil of secr-ecy had beeV\. so effective that we Vlevev- felt beckoVled by 
the taVltatisiVlg ca(( of the fot·biddeVl. 
WneV\. f was e(eveV\.~ WlY Wlothev- deve(oped a for-Wl of WlafigVlaV\.t caVlcev-
that was to cr-eep tnv-ough nev- boV\.eS aVld lead her- to her- OWV\. eady 
death. This was the u(tiWlate secr-et of all aV\.d OV\.e that was kept fr-oWl W\e 
for- thr-ee year-s. f was fiVla((y told of her- ter-WliVlaf i((V\.ess four- days befor-e 
a deep sigh quietly Wlar-ked her- far-ewe(( fr-oWl us a((. She died a(oV\.e. 
But f1Wl gettiVlg ahead of Wlyse(f ... 
You Wlay be tniVlkiVlg that this seeW\s like a~ auster-e upbV'iVlgiVlg~ but it 
wa5Vl1t v-eaUy ver-y Wluch differ-eVlt to thousaVldS of other- faWlities iVl 
Austr-alia iVl the j..q~os. At tnat tiWle_, it was geVler-aUy expected aV\.d 
accepted that woWleV\. stayed iVl the hoWle aV\.d that WleV\. wer-e the 
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bV'eadwiVI.VI.eV's aVI.d discipliVI.aV'iaVI.S. (Jv.st yov. wait v.VI.tit yov.V' fatltleV' gets 
hoW\e!, was a thV'eat VI.O dov.bt v.tteV'ed iVI. W\aVI.y hoW\es iVI. jacaV'aVI.da -tiVI.ed 
StV'eets aCV'OSS this vast COV.VI.tV'y) VI.Ot jv.st W\Y OWV\. 
Now) peV'haps) yov. caVI. see why it seeW\ed iW\possible at the tiW\e to tv.V'VI. 
to W\Y faW\ily) W\Y paV'eVI.tS iVI. particv.laV') foV' help. Why I chose the peV'SOVI. 
I did stitl V'eW\atV\5 a W\ysteV'y to W\e) foV' if I had choseVI. SoW\eoVI.e diffeV'eVI.t) 
they W\ay have takeVI. W\Y stoV'y aVI.d held it geV~.tly) eveVI. foV' a W\OW\eVI.t) 
iVI.stead of spittiVI.g it back at W\e with accv.satioVI.S of v.VI.tV'v.th aVI.d the 
stoV'y f1W\ telliVI.g VI.OW) W\ay have beeVI. a veV'y diffeV'eVI.t oVI.e. 
ThV'ee OV' fov.V' yeaV'S afteV' I fiV'st V'evisited the StV'eet of W\Y birth aVI.d site 
of W\Y childhood tV'av.W\a) I fov.VI.d W\yself dV'iviVI.g dowVI. it agaiVI.. The 
iVI.teV'VeVI.iVI.g yeaV'S had passed slowly aVI.d with difficulty. The bleakVI.ess 
aVI.d pV'essiVI.g weight of depV'essioVI. had becoW\e a heavy bv.V'deVI.) settliVI.g 
deep aVI.d iVI.tV'actable withiVI. W\e. I Vl.egotiated W\Y life thV'ov.gh a spectV'V.W\ 
of shiftiVI.g gV'eys. 
I didVI. 1t have W\Y childV'eVI. with W\e OV\ this particv.laV' day. What I 
iVI.teVI.ded to do was so deeply peV'SOVI.al that the pV'eSeVI.ce of otheV' people 
wov.ld have W\ade the task iW\possible. I had decided that seeiVI.g the hov.se 
agaiV\ W\ight offeV' soW\ethiVI.g fixed aVI.d V'atioVI.al to help pV'op v.p W\Y 
iVI.CV'easiVI.gly V.VI.StV'v.ctv.V'ed aVI.d iV'V'atioVI.a{ thoughts. I WaVI.ted to look at the 
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exteV'ioV' of the hov.se) at the wiVI.dow of the bedV'OOW\ OV\ the V'ight aVI.d 
witl its iVI.teV'iOV' histoV'y to fife. IV\ so doiVI.g) I kVI.ew I wov.ld have to V'e-visit 
W\Y OWVI. histoV'y. HoweveV') I was despeV'ately seaV'chiVI.g foV' soW\e sort of 
coVI.fiV'W\atioVI. that what W\Y adv.lt self was feeliVI.g was V'eal; I was lookiVI.g 
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for- pr-oof that_, a.s a WOW\a~ of forty -two) the over-whe(W\i~9 9def that 
fi((ed W\Y days had its 9e~e.si.s i~ W\Y childhood) i~ this house. 
At fir-st I was co~fu.sed a~d chastised W\y.se(f) thi~ki~9 that I'd dr-ive~ too 
far- or- ~ot far- e~ou9h) or- per-haps was eve~ i~ the wr-o~9 .str-eet. But 
ther-e was the faW\iliar-) .solid pr-e.se~ce of the chur-ch .sti(( ca.sti~9 its 
poweduf .shadow. To its r-i9ht was a cfear-ed a~d vaca~t block. 
The house was 9o~e. 
The .shock that bar-r-eUed thr-ou9h W\Y body was .so iW\W\ediate a~d .so 
i~te~.se that the tr-eW\b(i~9 it 9e~ev-ated was to fast for- days. It would 
take W\e weeks to .speak this day i~to r-eality. The vafidatio~ I had bee~ 
.seav-chi~9 for- had bee~ .so r-uth(e.s.sfy de~ied that) over- the weeks) it 
cr-eated a ~ew layer- of .self-doubt i~ W\Y W\i~d. I be9a~ to que.stio~ W\y.se(f. 
Per-haps I had W\ade this up. Per-haps I was a ·child liar-. After- aft the 
evide~ce of W\Y tr-auW\a was ~ow a(ar-W\i~f}ly a~d accu.si~9ly ab.se~t. I felt 
.shatter-ed_, as if W\Y whole bei~9 was ~ow i~ a W\i((io~ ti~y fr-a9W\e~t.s. 
It took W\e .SoW\e tiW\e to r-ealise that I had ~aively cfu~9 to the house a.s a 
.solid piece of evide~ce a~d had tur-~ed to it o~ this day i~ the hope of 
fi~di~9 .SoW\e .sort of visible .scar-_, a .si9~) .SoW\ethiV\9 ta~9ibfe that was 
ab.se~t fr-oW\ W\Y OWV\ physical body a~d yet .so deva.stati~9ly pr-e.se~t i~ 
W\Y W\i~d. 
It was the .school holidays. I thi~k it was W\id-year- afthou9h I ca~'t be 
.sur-e of this. I had fJV'OW~ to dr-ead havi~9 the childr-e~ hoW\e for- lo~9 
pedod.s of tiW\e feeli~9_, thou9h ~ot yet ack~owfed9i~9 to W\yself_, that I 
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lacked the eVV\otioV\al aV\d physical streV\9th V\OW to cope with their 
deVV\aV\ds. I was haviV\9 9reat difficulty 9ettiV\9 throu9h the day while they 
were at school aV\d eveV\ 9reater difficulty 9ettiV\9 throu9h the loV\9 aV\d 
fearful V\i9hts. IV\SOVV\V\ia aV\d sadV\ess had turV\ed sii!V\ple tasks iV\to oV\eS 
1/V\OV\UVV\eV\ta{ iV\ proportioV\. fvtakiV\9 a bed exhausted VV\e aV\d the effort 
ofteV\ left VV\e slui!V\ped OV\ the floor iV\ tears of 1-\ope{essV\ess. I weV\t slowly 
about VV\Y day iV\ a haze of perpetual sadV\ess aV\d exhaustioV\ aV\d wore 
SUV\9fasses a {otJ V\Ot trustiV\9 VV\Y ability to ward off the tears that sat 
waitiV\9 to spi(( at the {east provocatioV\. I 9ave up weariV\9 1/V\ascara. 
This particular day was probably V\O differeV\t to aV\y other. The chifdreV\J 
raV\!}iV\9 iV\ a9e froi!V\ e{eveV\ to fourJ were aU iV\ the fouV\9e rooi!V\J V\O doubt 
bored aV\d fookiV\9 for soVV\ethiV\9 VV\ore iV\terestiV\9 to do thaV\ watchiV\9 
te{evisioV\J a9aiV\. They be9aV\ hittiV\9 each other aV\d throwiV\9 cushioV\S 
arouV\d the rooi!V\. I was iV\ the adjoiV\iV\9 kitcheitt aV\d had weakly asked 
thei!V\ to stop but had offered V\O a{terV\ative. The souV\d of their play was 
fi9htiV\9 for space iV\ VV\Y head afoV\9side the cfai!V\our of VV\Y OWV\ V\a99iV\9 
dead -eV\d thou9hts. The cacophoV\y of this forced VV\Y haV\ds to VV\Y ears. I 
felt I was OV\ the ver9e of soVV\ethiV\9 terrifyiV\9. 
The throwiV\9 coV\tiV\ued uV\til a poorly aii!V\ed cushioV\ hit a VV\uch -loved 
caV\d{e holder. It fe{{ to the 9rouV\d aV\d SVV\ashed seV\diV\9 shards of blue 
9fass spiV\V\lV\9 across the floor like pirouettiV\9 jewels. Of course.} it waSV\1t 
just the loss of the caV\dle holder that caused the shift. It was as thou9h 
the fau(t-liV\e of VV\Y iV\terV\al laV\dscape had beeV\ wreV\ched apart by the 
force of aV\ iV\V\er sorrow so 9reatJ VV\Y whole beiV\9 was overwheli!V\ed. I 
was COV\Sui!V\ed by a flow of 9rief that couldV\'t be coV\taiV\ed privately aV\y 
loV\9er. 
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I fouV\d !Myself OV\ t~e kitc~eV\ floor-) cuded iV\to t~e foetal s~ape 1 ~ad last 
takeV\ up iV\ IMY Wlot~ev1S woWlb. A tiWle w~eV\ I ~ad felt safe aV\d ~eld. It 
was as if IMY body took OV\ t~is s~ape iV\ ovdev to pr-otect t~e da1Ma9ed 
c~ild sileV\tly scveaWliV\9 out fvoWl wit~iV\. Qveat ~eaviV\9 sobs vose iV\ Wle. 
EvergtA!ng a/wags gets ruined I wailed over- aV\d over-. 
Ruined. 
A/wags. 
fv1y SOV\ sat V\ext to Wle OV\ t~e floor- holdiV\9 IMY ~aV\d. 
fv1y dau9~tevs sat OV\ t~e sofa) ~oldiV\9 eac~ ot~er:. 
Later- t~at day I sat iV\ t~e waitiV\9 vooWl of IMY doctov1S suv9evy. I !Must 
have dV'iveV\ t~eve because I was aloV\e w~eV\ I avvived but I caV\ OV\Iy 
assu!Me t~is) fov IMY body ~aSV\1t absor-bed t~e jouvV\ey aV\d laid it dowV\ as 
WleWlovy. SoWlehow I fouV\d t~e stveV\9t~ to CoV\taiV\ IMY eWlotioV\S as I 
waited) loV\9iV\9 fov IMY V\a!Me to be called but as sooV\ as I sat iV\ the c~aiv 
opposite IMY doctor-) I couldV\1t ~old back t~e tear-s aV\y loV\9ev. 
I tA!nk I'll die If I don't stop crg!ng. 
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A few year'S eaV'iiev.J ill\ W\Y tweV\.ties.J I /t\ad beeV\. vecklessly playiV\.9 a 9aW\e 
of self destvuctioV\.. T/t\e r-ules weve deV\.iaL se(f-deceptioV\. aV\.d absolute.} 
vi9id CoV\.tvo(. It was a 9aW\e fov OV\.e player-.} like solitair-e.} wit/t\ boV\.uses 
aloV\.9 t/t\e way.} but OV\.(y if you stuck to t/t\e vu(es. 
S/t\e awoke wit/t\ pail!\ so iV\.teV\.se it fovced /t\ev body to double-up OV\. itself. 
WvappiV\.9 /t\ev t/t\iV\. av-W\5 avouV\.d /t\ev kV\.ees to ease t/t\e /t\ovveV\.dous 
wveV\.CMiV\.9 aV\.d squee.:z.iV\.9 s/t\e felt ill\ t/t\e buv-V\.iV\.9 pit of /t\evself.J s/t\e SW\iled. 
tlooc£ s/t\e t/t\ou9/t\t.J eat awa!J at me ... 
S/t\e /t\ad takeV\. to W\easuviV\.9 /t\evself daily aV\.d vecovdiV\.9 t/t\e r-esults ill\ t/t\e 
back of a diavy. A cold.} plastic tape W\easuve cir-cled c/t\est.J av-W\5.} waist.} 
/t\ips aV\.d t/t\i9/t\5. S/t\e puUed it ti9/t\t to W\aXiW\ise t/t\e r-esults. All\ old set of 
scales was dva99ed fvoW\ its place UV\.dev a bat/t\vooW\ cabiV\.et W\OVV\.iV\.9 
ttV\.d V\.i9/t\t. S/t\e wiUed t/t\e tit\ ill\ tip of t/t\e avvow to W\ove ill\ all\ aV\.ti-
clockwise divectioV\..J to always avvive at a 5W\allev V\.UW\bev t/t\aV\. t/t\e 
pr-evious wei9/t\ -ill\. T/t\e co(uW\V\.5 of fi9uves W\avc/t\iV\.9 t/t\vou9/t\ /t\ev diavy 
becaW\e tools of pr-aise ov puV\.iSMW\eV\.t. 
tf food aV\.d MUV\.9ev /t\ad becoW\e a fovce to ovevcoW\e) exevcise /t\ad 9V'OWV\. 
to be a close fvieV\.d aV\.d ally. S/t\e would VUlt\ obsessively aloV\.9 t/t\e tvacks 
of t/t\e voyal pavk opposite /t\ev MoW\e.J eveV\. OV\. t/t\e coldest of days. Clad ill\ 
layer-s of juW\pevs.J /t\ev MaV\.d5 pr-otected by t/t\ickly padded W\itteV\.5) /t\ev 
sweat would cool as 500V\. as it left /t\ev poves.J t/t\e c/t\ill V\.estliV\.9 deep 
witMiV\. /t\ev boV\.es. Hev bveat/t\ would bur-l!\ /t\ev t/t\voat aV\.d float W\istily 
fvoW\ /t\ev W\out/t\.J suspeV\.ded ill\ t/t\e aiv be/t\iV\.d /t\ev. 5/t\e would i9V\.0Ve t/t\e 
kV\.ots of pail!\ ill\ /t\ev W\uscles. 011\. aV\.d OV\. s/t\e would VUV\..J startliV\.9 deer- as 
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she passed_, uVttif she could ruV\ V\O More. Later_, after MeasuV'iVtg aVtd 
weighiVtg_, she would foweV' herself iVtto the steaWtiVtg bath, her fro:z.eV\ 
body shriekiVtg with the agoVty of the hot water OV\ her icy skiV\. LyiVtg 
perfectly stifC her haVtds would fiVtd the haVtd{es of her subMerged hip 
boVtes aVtd as she curled her fiVtgers over theM_, she would draw coMfort 
froM the way they rose to forM high ridges OV\ either side of the valfey of 
her stoMach. 
Later_, she would reward her efforts by MissiVtg luVtch_, or diVtVter_, or 
soMetiMes both. The paiVtfuf VtocturVta{ awakeVtiVtgs oVtfy served to 
iVtcrease her resolve. 
Despite her draMatic aVtd a{arMiVtg foss of weight_, V\O -oVte thought to ask 
why she had stopped eatiVtg. tfs probable that had they asked_, she would 
have struggled to fiVtd aV\ aVtswer. 
The heighteVted vigi{aVtce was there a{Most froM the start. ClosiVtg 
curtaiVts agaiVtst watchful eyes~ always lookiVtg over the shoulder~ feefiVtg 
aVtxious w~eV\ people walked behiVtd~ V\Ot goiVtg aVtywhere a{oVte. As the 
years passed_, the vigifaVtce grew to debifitatiVtg fevefs_, subsided a fittfe 
aVtd grew agaiVt. 
A fraVttic rhythM filfed her upper chest aVtd her breathiVtg caMe iVt short 
gasps. Ahead of her was the {oVtg_, deserted aVtd isolated stretch of bush-
fiVted road aVtd the dark_, Mafevo{eVtt-fookiVtg eVttraVtce to the uVtderpass 
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tJt\at sJt\e kll\.eW could ,guide Jt\ev- Ull\.dev- tJt\e dual -cav-v-ia,ge way towav-ds Jt\ev-
Jt\oW\e. SJt\e kll\.eW also tJt\at ill\. ov-dev- to pv-opef Jt\ev- body fov-wav-d all\.d 
tJt\v-ou,gJt\ tJt\e tull\.11\.eC sJt\e Jt\ad to ovev-coW\e tJt\e feav- tJt\at so oftell\. pav-afysed 
Jt\ev- W\i 11\.d. 
TJt\e oceall\. was a v-eassuV'ill\.9.~ v-est(ess pv-esell\.ce beJt\ill\.d Jt\ev-; tJt\e aiv- was 
Jt\eavy with the scell\.t of salt bush all\.d eucalyptus (eaves.~ tJt\eiv- oils v-e(eased 
by tJt\e v-ecell\.t v-ail!\.. SJt\e ,g(all\.ced ovev- hev- sJt\ou(dev- a,gaill\. to double check 
she waSII\.1t beill\.9 foUowed thell\. peev-ed aJt\ead to W\ake certaill\. the way 
was cleav-. SJt\e Jt\ad fiv-W\(y iii\.Stnwted Jt\ev-se(f that today would be tJt\e day 
to ,go doWII\. tJt\e v-oad all\.d ill\.to tJt\e W\uv-ky ill\.tev-iov- of tJt\e tUII\.11\.e(. 
SJt\e had tV'ied tJt\is v-oute befov-e.~ sevev-a( tiW\es ill\. fact.~ but at the si,ght of 
the tUII\.11\.e( ell\.tV'all\.ce.~ witJt\ its capacity fov- Jt\iddell\. dall\.,gev-.~ a viscev-a( fov-ce 
Jt\ad always coW\bill\.ed with the powev- of hev- o~ll\. iW\a,gill\.atioll\. spill\.11\.ill\.9 
Jt\ev- Oil\. Jt\ev- Jt\ee(s all\.d fov-cill\.9 Jt\ev- back ill\. the div-ectioll\. fv-oW\ which she 
had coW\e. She v-esell\.ted the pev-sistell\.t voice of hev- ill\.tev-iov- tJt\at so oftell\. 
v-eW\ill\.ded hev- of the dall\.,gev-s of lapsed vi,gilall\.ce. SJt\e yeav-11\.ed to be fv-ee of 
tJt\is voice that so oftell\. pv-evell\.ted Jt\ev- fv-oW\ expfoV'ill\.9 tJt\e ,geo,gv-aphy of 
Jt\ev- suv-v-oull\.dill\.,gs. All\.d yet.~ sJt\e kll\.eW she W\USt be ,guided by it ill\. ov-dev- to 
fee( safe. 
She took ill\. ,gv-eat ,gulps of salty.~ ,guW\-(eaf aiv- to stv-ell\.,gthell\. Jt\ev- v-eso(ve 
all\.d wished sJt\e had a fV'iell\.d witJt\ hev-.~ kll\.oWill\.9 hev- suffocatill\.9 all\.xiety 
would be duUed by tJt\eiv- pv-esell\.ce. All\.otJt\ev- ,glall\.ce backwav-ds.~ she be,gall\. 
dowll\. tJt\e v-oad 11\.evev- takill\.9 Jt\ev- eyes fv-oW\ tJt\e tUII\.11\.e( ahead. Hev- eav-s 
stv-aill\.ed to catcJt\ tJt\e soull\.dS of all\.y W\oVeW\ell\.t av-oull\.d hev-. AU Jt\ev- sell\.ses 
wev-e wildly alert. 
With half tJt\e distall\.ce covev-ed.~ a do,g eW\ev-,ged fv-oW\ tJt\e eboll\.y 0 -shape 
of tJt\e tUII\.11\.el's ell\.tV'all\.ce. It tuv-11\.ed its head to cJt\eck if its owll\.eV' was 
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foUowiV\g behiV\d. Her bod!:/5 respoV\Se was so iW\VV\ediate that iV\ a split 
secoV\d.~ she turV\ed OV\ her heels aV\d begaV\ ruV\V\iV\g back up the road 
towards the oceaV\. 
EVV\ergiV\g froW\ the tUV\V\el aV\d bathed iV\ light.~ aV\ old woW\aV\ caUed to 
her dog aV\d saw ahead the back of a woVV\aV\ rUV\V\iV\g. She felt the thick.~ 
stiffV\ess of her kV\ees aV\d the V\aggiV\g paiV\ iV\ her lower back aV\d wished 
that her OWV\ body could carry her through her days with the SaVV\e 
freedoW\ of V\1\0VeVV\eV\t as the rUV\V\er ahead. 
(V\ a bid to eV\courage SoW\e self esteeVV\.~ it was suggested that f look at 
W\yself iV\ the VV\irror aV\d fiV\d SoVV\ethiV\g about VV\yself that f liked. ft was 
a we{{ -iV\teV\tioV\ed suggestioV\ that had aV\ UV\expected outcoVV\e. 
The woW\aV\ reluctaV\tly approaches the W\irror. She,s beeV\ avoidiV\g this 
VV\OV\1\eV\t fo'r soVV\e tiVV\e aV\d draws OV\ what little reserves of streV\gth she 
has to fiV\a((y g~e at the iVV\age before her. She thought she would kV\OW 
the persoV\ iV\ the reflectioV\.~ be faVV\iliar with the life of the face.~ its 
coV\tours aV\d shadows; but the face that stares W\Utely back is deeply 
UV\SettliV\g. SaUow skiV\ puUs tautly across the cheekboV\eS aV\d a grey 
puffiV\ess below the eyes coV\firVV\5 loV\g V\ights of elusive sleep. She ha5V\1t 
looked at the VV\irror for a loV\g tiVV\e aV\d she,s surprised by her 
appearaV\ce but it15 the eyes that disturb the VV\ost. They,re the hoUow.~ 
pleadiV\g eyes of a frighteV\ed child.~ fragile arouV\d the edges.~ straiV\iV\g 
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with the effort of W\aiVttaiVtiV\.g COV\.tact. Their preseV\.ce iV\. her adult face is 
a shock. 
The woW\aV\. caV\. see the face is that of SoW\eoV\.e defeated by the past) 
UV\.able to cope with the future~ soW\eoV\.e liviV\.g totally iV\. the preseVtt) 
sileV\.tly cradliV\.g a deep aV\.d sustaiV\.ed sadV\.ess. But what disturbs her 
W\ost is the preseV\.ce of the child iV\. this face) this child withiV\.. She V\.OW 
sees that this desperate child was V\.ot OV\.Iy abaV\.doV\.ed by aV\. uV\.betiever as 
a twelve year old but also by herself ever siV\.ce. She>s beeV\. left to feV\.d for 
herself) suffen'V\.g as she has the stiV\.giV\.g blow of a double -abaV\.dOV\.W\eV\.t. 
She sees her face cruW\ple aV\.d begiV\. to drip fat) silver tears that trickle 
druV\.keV\.Iy dowV\.. Not bean'V\.g to look aV\.y loV\.ger she turV\.s her head to 
the side but what has eW\erged aloV\.gside the ackV\.owledgeW\eV\.t of the 
child is aV\. iV\.teV\.Se W\aterV\.al desire to coW\fort. 
Slowly turV\.iV\.g back) she reaches out aV\. UV\.Steady haV\.d. TouchiV\.g the 
glass of the W\irror) their fiV\.gertips W\eet aV\.d she whispers) 
I'm sorrfP· I didn }t mean to leave you. 
It wasn }t your fault. 
I just couldn }t bear it any longer. 
With that) she quietly takes the child iV\.to her arW\S aV\.d the vuiV\.erability 
of Ott\e aV\.d the resolve of the other geV\.tly eV\.tWiV\.eS aV\.d they are each 
streV\.gtheV\.ed. Together they caV\. W\ove forward aV\.d W\eet the future. 
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I'VV\ lookiV\9 a.t a. sc/1\ool p/t\oto. T/1\e studeV\tS have beeV\ V\ea.tly positioV\ed tV\ 
V'ows. Their' woolleV\ juVV\peV'S_, VV\ost of t/1\eVV\ bulky a.V\d obviously ha.V\d-
kV\itted_, V'eW\iV\d W\e it's t/t\e be9iV\V\iV\9 of a.V\ Austya.{ia.V\ wiV\teV'. The 
VV\OV\OChV'oVV\a.tic photo ha.s ca.ptuyed t/t\e studeV\tS a.V\d suspeV\ded theW\ iV\ 
tiVV\e. It's JuV\e_, j..q 71.. 
The fV'oV\t V'OW sits OV\ their' beV\t le9s. Their' kV\ees a.V'e diW\pfed a.V\d shiV\!:) 
fV'oVV\ the effort. They a.ye a.ll 9irfs a.V\d they clutch their' ha.V\dS to9etheV' iV\ 
their' fa.ps. I'VV\ oV\e of the 9ids tV\ the fV'oV\t V'OW_, thiV'd fV'oVV\ the {eft. I'W\ 
SVV\ifiV\9 V\eV'Vousfy a.t the ca.VV\eV'a.. I look a.wkwa.V'd but theV\ so do VV\a.V\!j of 
the other'S. After' a.ll_, twelve Ca.V\ be a.V\ a.wkwa.V'd a.9e_, sittiV\9 OV\ the cusp 
of a.dolesceV\ce a.s it does. 
IV\ the VV\tddfe of the back V'OW sta.V\dS a. fyeckfe -faced boy who wa.s by fa.V' 
the bV'i9htest iV\ our' cfa.ss. I V'eVV\eVV\beV' yea.diV\9 a.b~ut hiVV\ tV\ the pa.peV'. He 
died iV\ his tweV\ties iV\ a. fi9hteV' pla.V\e OV\ a. youtiV\e tV'a.iV\iV\9 exeV'cise that 
weV\t hoV'V'ibfy WV'OV\9. But he's V\Ot who I'VV\ lookiV\9 for'. Sta.V\diV\9 tV\ the 
secoV\d fV'oVV\ back V'OW_, secoV\d a.V\d fourth fV'oVV\ the left yespectivefy_, a.ye 
VV\!j chuV'ch-VV\iV\istey's-da.u9hteV' fV'ieV\d_, a.V\d the other frieV\d who called 
VV\e a. lia.V'. I'VV\ sea.ychiV\9 t/1\eiV' faces. I suppose I'VV\ fookiV\9 for' a. si9V\_, for' 
SOVV\e ktV\d cof COV\fiV'VV\a.tiOV\ of the histOV'!j t/1\a.t pfa.yed out betweeV\ US. Of 
couV'se_, VV\!:) sea.ych is futile. 
Wha.t I do see is VV\!j chuV'ch fV'ieV\d's ha.iV' V\ea.tfy parted to oV\e side a.V\d 
9lea.VV\iV\9. Her' white shirt is buttoV\ed V\ea.tfy to the top of hey colla.V'. It 
looks stiff with sta.V'ch. She s/1\iV\eS with piety a.V\d 9oodV\ess. The other' 
fV'ieV\d is less well -oydeV'ed. Her' ha.iV' is uV\tidy a.V\d t/1\e colla.V' of hey 
juVV\peV' is UV\eveV\. The V'OUV\dV\ess of her' s/1\ou{ders does little to hide the 
V'OUV\dV\ess of her' byea.sts_, cfea.y{y visible UV\deV' her' juVV\peV'. She looks older' 
tha.V\ the yest of us. IV\ j..q7j.. it wa.s usual for' 9irfs to develop V\othiV\9 
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W\OV'e thai/\ br-east buds while sti(( ill\ pV'iW\avy school. This 9id was otl\e of 
Oil\(!:) two or- thr-ee ill\ W\!:) class who had fu{{y (developed,. The lotl\9ed for--~ 
yet eW\bav-v-assiV\9 pvotubevatl\ces W\ay wett have beetl\ a sour-ce of se(f-
COV\Scioustl\ess to their- !:JOUV\9 owtl\evs but to the vest of the flat-chested 
9ids) they wer-e soW\ethiV\9 to be etl\vied) fu{{ of soft W\!:)Stevy. Evevyotl\e 
watl\ted the key to this door- of secr-et cor-por-eal ktl\owled9e. WelC a(W\ost 
evevyotl\e. 
fit\ the photo-~ f too have voutl\d shoulder-s but f kV\oW that this display of 
poor- postur-e has W\ove to do with the absetl\ce of self esteeW\ thai/\ the 
eW\ev-9eV\ce of br-easts. f kV\oW too-~ with absolute certaitl\t!:)-~ that f was 
flat-chested that year-. The Oil\(!:) si9V\ of iW\peV\diV\9 ado(escetl\t chatl\9e oil\ 
W\!:) body was the appeavatl\ce of sever-al lotl\9 hair-s spv-outitl\9 ill\ the 
davktl\ess of W\!:) av-W\pits. f waSV\1t keel/\) 11\eithev- Oil\ theW\ 11\0V' Oil\ the 
possibility of developitl\9 aV\ythiV\9 that would W\tWk W\e for-ever- as W\ove 
feW\a(e thai/\ f alr-eady was. This is the veasotl\ for- W\!:) certaitl\t!:) you see-~ 
because ill\ 1-q 71-) f had beetl\ for-ced to COV\Sidev W\!:) physicality ill\ ways 
quite UV\like those of the other- 9ids. f waSV\1t happily awaititl\9 the 
eW\ev-9eV\ce of br-easts as a si9V\ of yeav-11\ed for- feW\iV\iV\ity atl\d 9V'oWiV\9 
W\atuV'ity. S,oW\ehow-~ without ever- UV\dev-staV\diV\9 the lav-9ev cultur-al atl\d 
political COV\text for- this awavetl\ess-~ W\!:) !:JOUV\9 W\itl\d had itl\tuitive(y 
utl\devstood that what had happetl\ed to W\e was because f was feW\a(e atl\d 
would 11\evev- have happetl\ed to W\!:) br-other-s. How could f celebr-ate beitl\9 
a 9id whetl\ W\!:) OWV\ secr-et covpoveal ktl\owled9e told W\e it was the state 
of beitl\9 feW\ale that had laid W\e opel/\ to vio(atiotl\ atl\d suffev-itl\9? Aftev 
afL W\itl\e was the body spveadea9led Oil\ the altar- of feW\a(e sacr-ifice. 
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FfyiV'lg forward to tMe preseV'lt., I,Vvt surprised at tMe velocity aV\d streV'lgtM 
of VvtY eVvtbodied VvteVvtories. W/1\eV\ I look at tMe pMoto aV'ld tMe griV'lV'liVlg 
face of tMe girl WMO treated VvtY story witM sucM coV'lteVvtpt., tMe respoVlses 
tMat Murtfe tMrougM Vvte are iVvtVvtediate. I Mave a scMoofgirl,s desire to 
SMriek aV\d to slap. TMe VvteVvtory of tMiS girf>s rejectioV'l seV'lds sucM a 
barbed aV\d veV'loVvtous aV\ger cartwMeefiV'lg up froVvt soVvtewMere iV'l tMe pit 
of Vvtyseff tMat I waV'lt to SMout aV\d veV\t VvtY all\ger. I waV\t tMis girl to 
uV\derstaVld a{{ tMat VvtY VvtiVld aV\d body Mas experieV\ced iV'l tMe 
iV'lterveV'lill\g years. I waV'lt to tMrow., witM a{{ tMe force I caV\ Muster., tMe 
bfaVvte for VvtY years of CMokiV'lg sifell\ce aV\d VvtY precarious VvteV\taf aV\d 
pMysicaf MeaftM. I waV\t tMiS b{aVvte to sit firVvt{y aV\d squarely at Mer feet. 
TMese feefiV'lgs are so iV'lteV\se aV\d overwMe{VvtiV'lg I fee{ I Vvtust sit witM 
tMeVvt a WMife aV\d wait for ca{Vvt to be restored., give VvtY body tiVvte for 
tMe respoVlse to subside aV\d spiral back iV'lto itsetf. OVlfy tMeV\., perMaps., I 
caV\ explore tMe possibilities tMat Vvtay eVvterge. 
I kV'loW what you,re tMiVlkiV'lg aV\d you>d be quite rigMt to ask. WMy is it 
tMat I,Vvt directiV'lg VvtY years of paiV'l at tMis girl WMeV\ a{{ SMe did was 
Vvtake up Mer youll\g VvtiVld about a story eV'ltirefy grouVlded iV'l trutM but 
Vvtade flabby aV\d iVvtpfausibfe by tMe age of its teUer aV\d tMe focus of its 
Vlarrative? WMy areV'l,t I directiV'lg tMis aV\ger at tMe persoV\ who caused 
tMis paiV'l iV'l tMe first place? TMe questioV\S are siVvtpfe eV\ougM., quite obvious 
aV\d perfectly justified but aV'lsweriV'lg tMeVvt is coVvtpfex. They ivwofve a 
VvtOVeVvteV\t iV'lto the future; respoVlses that are positioVled outside aV\d 
beyoV\d the iVvtVvtediate. I fee{ itt -prepared for this. I,Vvt yet to fu{{y explore 
aV\d UV\derstaV'ld tMe past so., before I caV\ eveV\ beg ill\ to aV'lswer your 
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questioV\S) I W\ust step back iV\ tiW\e aV\d cud W\!:} adult self iV\to the SW\a({ 
body of that raped child. 1- V\eed to UV\derstaV\d how it caW\e to be that 
she aUowed the dark silhouette of the rapist to stride freely out of the 
fraW\e of her suffeV'iV\g. 
I doV\1t wish to apportioV\ b{aW\e for the siteV\ciV\g I experieV\ced but by 
expforiV\g SOW\e childhood post-rape W\eW\ories) I1W\ hopiV\g that I W\a!:} 
begiV\ to UV\derstaV\d why I persist iV\ directiV\g W\!:} aV\ger at the girl iV\ the 
garage aV\d COV\tiV\ue to stubborV\l!:} refuse to target the attacker. 
IVe kV\OWV\ soW\e of the aV\swers to this a{{ a{oV\g. I always felt partly to 
blaW\e) you see) for W\!:} OWV\ rape aV\d I suppose it was this that took W\!:} 
trauW\a hostage) gagged aV\d bouV\d it aV\d drove it si{eV\t{y iV\ward) 
leaviV\g the rapist free to veV\ture forth. After alL who coV\fesses to a 
cV'iW\e if theyVe brought it OV\ theW\se{ves) aV\d who adW\its to a cV'iW\e if 
they kV\oW it to be oV\e? 
I caV\ see you shakiV\g your head. How could a youV\g girl thiV\k that she 
was to blaW\e for her OWV\ sexual violatioV\? WelL doV\1t we alL iV\ order to 
W\ake seV\Se of thiV\gs beyoV\d our coW\preheV\sioV\) ofteV\ look for aV\swers 
that caV\ satisfy) at whatever leveL our desire for cfarity aV\d 
UV\derstaV\diV\g? As a girl with tittle expeV'ieV\ce of the world) aV\d V\OV\e of 
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the woV'fd of sexual vio{e/1\ce) I 11\eeded a siiiVlp{e O.II\Swev· to U/1\ta/1\,g{e the 
11\1\essy co/1\fusio/1\ I was fee{i/1\g. I desper-ately 11\eeded 0./1\ expla/1\atio/1\ to 
place a fu{{ stop after-. I W0./1\ted 0./1\ e/1\d to the se/1\te/1\ce. 
You see) I did/1\>t eve/!\ have a 11\0.II\I\e for- what happe/1\ed to 11\1\e. The 
pev-petv-atov->s suffocati/1\,g ha/1\d 0./1\d uv-ge/1\t a/1\d har-sh whispeV'i/1\g had told 
11\1\e that what he was doi/1\g to 11\1\e was ser-iously wr-o/1\g) far- beyo/1\d the 
U/1\COIIVlfortab{e/1\eSs I had felt ill\ the stor-age cupboar-d eaV'iiev- that saiiVle 
year-. I thought that what he had do/1\e 11\1\USt have bee/!\ sex) that 
11\ebufous) ell\l\bav-v-assi/1\,g thi/1\g we soiiVletiiiVles talked about with schoofgiV'i 
giggles ill\ the cor-11\eV' of the pfaygv-ou/1\d. But) ill\ all\l\o/1\gst the gig,gfi/1\g a/1\d 
the gapi/1\g gaps ill\ 11\1\Y k/1\ow{ed,ge) I thought that this thi/1\g ca{{ed sex 
was soll\l\ethi/1\g 0/1\{y adults did so) although this partia{{y satisfied 11\1\Y 
11\eed for- 0./1\ 0./1\Swev-) ill\ 11\1\0./1\Y ways) it 11\1\er-efy coiiVlpou/1\ded 11\1\Y Co/1\fusio/1\. 
I was a you/1\g gir-l; 11\0t 0./1\ adult a/1\d I had def(/1\ite{y 11\ot felt wiffi/1\g) so 
wher-e did that {eave 11\1\e? After- a{{; if the ge/1\t{e beat of a buttedfy>s Wi/1\g 
call\ after- the weather- patter-11\5 of 0./1\othev- cou/1\tr-y) could 11\0t the 
wi{{ill\,g/1\ess to play daV'i/1\g go.IIVles cause the r-ape of a giV'i? 
Havi/1\g decided to 11\1\yseff that sex was the 11\0.II\I\e for- what I had 
expev-ie/1\ced 0./1\d the pfayi/1\g of ,gall\l\es the cause) what other- ave/1\ue was 
opel!\ to 11\1\e but sife/1\ce? I certai/1\fy coufd/1\,t talk to 11\1\Y par-e/1\tS about sex) 
especia{{y if I had br-ought it Oil\ 11\1\yseff. The shall\l\e I felt was too ,gr-eat. 
AV\d OV\ v-effectioV\) per-haps this is why the giV'f iV\ the gav-age had r-ejected 
11\1\Y stor-y too. Per-haps) by fr-aiiVli/1\g 11\1\Y expeV'ieV\ce as a sexual o/1\e) (the 
0/1\ly optio/1\ available to 11\1\e at the tiiiVle) I had r-e/1\dev-ed 11\1\Y stor-y 
iiiVlpr-obable fr-oll\l\ the start. 
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SoW\e thr-ee or- four- year-s after- W\Y Vl.ights of ter-r-or-_, I r-ead a tv-ashy Vl.ove{ 
aVI.d ther-e OV\ the page_, I fouVI.d aV\ expev-ieVI.ce) OV\e ver-y siW\ifav- to W\Y 
oWVI.) descr-ibed for- W\e. OVI.{y it waSVI.1t caUed sex_, it was caUed rape. Ah_, 
at fast_, with the v-eadiVI.g of a siW\p{e wor-d a W\oW\eVI.t of clar-ity aVI.d co-
ov-diVI.ated W\oveW\eVI.t with the wodd. I was VI.OW ar-W\ed with a laVI.,gua,ge 
that could help W\e disW\aVI.t{e the str-uctur-e of blaW\e I had built av-ouVI.d 
W\!:)Se{f. 
But this was a f{eetiVI.g VI.OV\SeVI.Se. 
The V'ivev- of guilt that flowed thr-ough W\e had so per-W\eated aVI.d 
UVI.der-W\iVI.ed W\Y seVI.Se of self that to r-eW\ove it_, eveV\ to r-eplace it with 
aVI.othev- thought str-uctur-e less daW\agiVI.g_, was beyoVI.d W\e_, aVI.d W\Y seVI.Se 
of guilt per-sisted. What happeVI.ed to W\e could VI.OW be caUed r-ape_, but I 
had sti{{ br-ought it OV\ W\yse(f. Other-wise_, why ~ou(d it have happeVI.ed? I 
was V\O further- for-war-d aVI.d siteVI.ce was sti{{ W\Y coW\paVI.ioVI.. 
It took W\e Vl.eady thirty year-s of siteVI.t pr-actice befor-e I could say the 
wor-d r-ape out loud aVI.d {oVI.gev- to speak it iVI. v-elatioVI. to W\!:)Se(f. EveVI. 
VI.OW I fiVI.d I have to expel it befor-e it gets stuck iVI. the coVI.StV'ictiVI.g 
W\uscfes of W\!:) thr-oat. tfs as if these W\uscfes waVI.t to choke the life out of 
the wor-d. 
The woW\eV\ sat OV\ the floor-_, their- backs agaiVI.st sofas for- support. Babies 
scr-aW\bled aVI.d cfiW\bed_, delightiVI.g iVI. the coVI.touv-s of their- W\other-15 
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bodies. Cups of tea well\t cold. CoV\versatioV\ flourist-ted. Tt-tere was WlUCM 
(au,gl-\ter. 
Tl-\e woWleV\ were friell\d5) a(( witl-\ cl-\ildrell\ wl-\ose a,ges Wlatcl-\ed. Tl-\ey 
were ill\ tiW\e witl-\ eacl-\ otl-\er) tl-\eir persoll\a( experiell\ces oftell\ Wlirrored 
ill\ tl-\e lives of tl-\e otl-\ers. It was a coW\fortiV\,g all\d affirW\iV\,g circle of 
friell\d5. 
Tt-tis day tt-te friell\d5, COV\Versatioll\ l-\ad W\eall\dered back all\d fortl-\ 
tl-\rou,gl-\ tiW\e arrivill\,g at lost vir,gill\ity via talk of l-\i,gl-\ set-tool days all\d old 
boyfriell\d5. Wl-\ell\ tl-\e least ill\l-\ibited friell\d vo{ull\teered tt-te a,ge sl-\e first 
l-\ad sex) it becaW\e a{Wlost a ,gaW\e. Eacl-\ coV\fessioV\ was W\et witl-\ a 
coUectively risill\,g ( oool-\l-\l-\, (at :L~ or :L 7) all\d tl-\e occasioll\al ( reaUy?, (at 
2:L). 011\e of tl-\e friell\d5) (wl-\ose l-\ouse it was) l-\id l-\er UV\COW\fortab{ell\e55 
ill\ tl-\e soft folds of t-ter baby>s 11\eck) frall\tically .tl-\iV\kiV\,g about wl-\at l-\er 
respoll\5e would be. Wl-\ell\ l-\er turll\ caW\e) sl-\e sat tl-\e baby Oil\ tt-te floor 
all\d rose) l-\eadill\9 for tl-\e kitcl-\ell\. 
Oh" I was twelve" st-te tossed over l-\er sl-\oulder witl-\ a (au,gl-\ sl-\e l-\oped 
seeW\ed ,geV\UiV\e. More tea a/ll.!fO/II.e.? 
Tl-\e friell\ds all sl-\rieked witl-\ lau,gl-\ter. 
I was OV\Ce told by 5oW\eoV\e qualified to do so tl-\at it would t-tave beell\ 
iWlpossible 11\0t to l-\ave 11\oticed 5oW\e kill\d of cl-\all\,ge ill\ a ,girl of twelve 
wl-\o l-\ad suffered a trauW\a sucl-\ as I l-\ad. Tl-\iV\kiV\,g about tl-\is) I searcl-\ed 
back tl-\rou,gl-\ W\Y W\eW\ory but foull\d 11\otl-\ill\,g. At tl-\e tiW\e I wa5V\,t quite 
sure wl-\at f was lookill\9 for. f told l-\er t supposed 11\0body l-\ad 11\oticed 
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because they wev-e too busy ov- I was just too successful at hidiV\g MY 
tv-auMa. This wise aV\d eMp.athetic woMaV\ shook hev- head" 
That's lmposs/6/e. You must Aave 6een tlvtng w/tA a family of 6tlnd people. 
I v-eMeW\bev- staV\diV\g V\ext to MY Mothev- iV\ the kitcheV\ of OLAV' hoMe. She 
was MakiV\g ice -cv-eaM" chLAV'V\iV\g it by haV\d. I could teU it was hav-d work 
by the way she took both haV\dS away fv-oM hev- stiv-v-iV\g to tift the haiv-
fv-oM hev- daMp fov-ehead aV\d push it back iV\to place. Thev-e was V\othiV\g I 
could do except staV\d aV\d watch hev- coV\CeV\tratioV\ aV\d effort. The 
shaUow W\etal tv-ays that would go iV\to the fv-ee:z.ev- stood v-eady" theiv-
sifvev- sMeav-ed yeUow with buttev-. I was talkiV\g to MY MLAM aV\d eV\joyiV\g 
the opportLAV\ity to have hev- to W\yself. IV\ a lav-ge faMily it waSV\1t always 
possible to have hev- LAV\divided atteV\tioV\ aV\d I was feeliV\g cfose to hev-
aV\d special. I thiV\k I was about twelve ov- so. /Vlid-way thv-ough MY 
chattev-" she iV\tev-v-upted Me" 
Stop ta!ktng tn tAat 6a6!J voice/ 
I was suv-pv-ised by this aV\d MY face v-eddeV\ed with eMbarv-assW\eV\t. I 
hadV\1t thought she,d V\oticed but quickly adjusted the pitch of MY voice. 
But it was too late. The iV\tev-v-uptioV\ had doV\e Mov-e thaV\ halt MY 
chattev-j it had thv-oWV\ up a barV'iev-" fov- I kV\eW I Aad felt like a baby" just 
fov- that short tiMe iV\ that v-av-e iV\tiMate space. l1d felt SMaU aV\d special 
aV\d iV\ V\eed of MaterV\al care but the issuiV\g of hev- hav-sh coMW\aV\d had 
shattev-ed the MoMeV\t aV\d bv-ought Me abv-uptly back to Myself. Had MY 
MLAW\ fisteV\ed with Mov-e thaV\ hev- ears" she May have seeV\ the vulV\erable 
child beside hev- aV\d this child May have beeV\ eV\ticed to speak. But she 
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was 9rappfiV\9 wit~-\ 1-\er OWV\ deW\OV\5 at the tiW\e) the deW\OV\5 that wou{d 
eV\d her life. So) as it happeV\ed) the cl-\ifd siW\pfy slipped further iV\side 
herse{f takiV\9 her barbed secret with her) its ja99ed ed9es catchiV\9 aV\d 
SV\a99iV\9 OV\ the soft tissues of her iV\V\er wodd. 
f have W\Y o{d schoo{ reports spread out before W\e. The yeUowiV\9 paper is 
dry aV\d sfi9htfy tattered. OV\e report) aV\ earfy OV\e) has a staiV\ spread 
across its froV\t that could be tea but I caV\,t be sure. The staiV\ is so old it 
has V\O SW\e{{. 
A9aiV\) I,W\ searchiV\9 for si9V\S. I kV\oW I WOV\,t fiV\d aV\y words OV\ these 
pa9es to iV\dicate the precise poiV\t of shift iV\ W\Y fife but sti{{ f look iV\ the 
hope of fiV\diV\9 soW\ethiV\9· I doV\,t have to look hard. 
/Vly eV\d of year priW\ary school report for 1.-q7o reads: t<eeV\ aV\d 
COV\ScieV\tious. A-plus. This is repeated for each of the subjects. A-plus. A-
plus. A-plus. A-plus. f caV\,t help feeliV\9 a fleetiV\9 W\OW\eV\t of childish 
pride but this is quickly V\Ud9ed aside by W\Y ever-preseV\t self-doubt aV\d 
C' 
a suspicioV\ that W\Y teacher that year probabfy lacked iW\a9iV\atioV\ aV\d a 
critical eye. 
/Vly eV\d of year priW\ary school report for 1.-q 71.- is a W\ixed ba9: Could do 
better; tries hard but V\eeds to work W\ore; could iW\prove if she 
COV\CeV\trated W\ore; eV\thusiastic aV\d iW\a9iV\ative; 9reater effort required. 
As aV\d Bs. SoW\e si9V\S of decliV\e but V\othiV\9 too alarW\iV\9. 
But W\Y hi9h school reports could be those of aV\other persoV\. The 
deterioratioV\ is obvious aV\d aW\ple. It is also terW\iV\al. TerW\ 3,5 1.-q72 
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r-eport r-ecor-ds: spell\dS too W\uch tiW\e day -dr-eaW\ill\gj puts 11\0 effort i~Ato 
her- wor-kj ta{ks too W\UCMj .shows 11\0 i~Aterestj cou{d do we{{ if she applied 
her-se{f. Two Bs but W\ostfy Cs. The fo{{owi~Ag year-)s co~Atill\ues ill\ a 
dowll\ward pr-ogr-essioll\. fvlost{y Cs all\d evell\ a D. 
The teachers reW\arks go Oil\ all\d Oil\) their toll\e accusatory all\d disdai~Afu{. 
Evell\tua{{y the pri~Acipa{ suggested that t {eave. t had coW\p{eted {ess thai!\ 
four- years at high schoo{. 
Evell\ if t had bur-ied the secret of W\Y tr-auW\a so deep withiiA that it 
wou{d have beell\ iW\possibfe for others to catch a gfiW\pse) the death of 
W\Y W\other- ill\ 1.. q 73 W\USt have beell\ kii\OWII\ all\d r-ecor-ded soW\ewhere J 
offeY'i~Ag a possible expfa~AatioiA for W\Y disr-uptive all\d se{f-destr-uctive 
behaviour-. But t was {eft to car-ry Oil\ with 11\0 ge~At{e i~Aquiry or- kill\d wor-d. 
Perhaps it wasll\)t just W\Y faW\i{y who were b{ill\d to the i~Aterll\a{ upheaval 
t was exper-ieiACill\g. 
By W\Y W\ic.i -teell\5) the exper-iell\ce of r-ape had stripped W\e 11\0t Oll\{y of 
W\Y se{f esteeW\ but a{so W\Y Sell\se of se{f worth. It had a{so taught W\e 
that I was sexua{{y avaifab{e with 11\0 rights of W\Y OWII\. t becaW\e 
pr-oW\iscuous all\d quite possibly rather- W\OY'e exper-iW\ell\ta{ thai!\ other gids 
W\Y age. There wer-e 11\0 boull\daY'ies Oil\ W\Y part all\d if a kiss didll\,t {ead to 
sex I was a{ways surpr-ised) although W\ost of the tiW\e W\Y wiUi~Agll\ess to 
co -operate) or- per-haps it was W\Y i~Adiffere~Ace to resistall\ce) W\ade sex 
i~Aevitab{e. 
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(V\ W\Y thirties) with we(( over- a decade of W\OV\ogaW\ous W\arriage behiV\d 
W\e) f was ca((ed OV\ to list the V\UW\ber aV\d V\aW\eS of aU the sexual 
partV\ers f had had siV\ce becoW\iV\g sexua((y active. This was part of a 
tv-eatW\eV\t prograW\ for- cer-vical caV\cer. f reW\eW\ber laughiV\g) soW\ewhat 
blackly to W\yself before giviV1.g up; there waSV\,t eV\ough space aV\d 
aV\yway) f didV\,t reca{{ ha{f the faces let aloV\e the V\aW\es. 
But I do reca{{ with frighteV\iV\g speed aV\d clarity the physiogV\oW\y of the 
adolesceV\t rapist. His is V\Ot a face that slowly eW\er-ges froW\ W\eW\ory as 
though through a fog. tf asked to I could easily aV\d iV\staV\tly describe V\Ot 
OV\ly his face but also the colour aV\d thiV\V\eSs of his hair) the gold gliV\tiV\g 
iV1. his teeth) his roUiV\g walk. It's a({ there) ·etched aV\d perW\aV\eV\t) 
refusiV1.g to fade. f,W\ spared the visioV\ of his face iV\ W\Y V\t'ghtW\ares 
though; it's W\erely a silhouette that staV\dS beside W\Y bed) beV\diV\g dowV\ 
over W\e. But I kV\oW it,s hiW\. 
ft was aV\ overcast day) the sky soft aV\d uV\dulatiV1.g with heavy grey 
clouds. I was feeliV\g fragile this day) brittle. /VIy SUV\glasses were fir-W\{y iV1. 
place despite the duUV\ess of the fight. f was walkiV\g to coUect W\Y girls 
froW\ school. 
Not feeliV\g able to joiV\ iV\ the chatter- aV\d laughter of the other W\UW\SJ I 
stood to oV\e side aV\d kept W\Y head dowV\. OV\e of the W\UW\SJ a woW\aV\ 
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who took fiberties O.V\d treated o.cquo.iV\tO.V\ces o.s if they were cfose frieV~.ds) 
walked past O.V\d looked o.t Me. 
CAeer up.J /t m(1At never Aappen) she tossed fightfy iV~.to the space 
betweeV\ us. 
/Vly daughters looked up o.t Me O.V\d theV\ o.t each other. 
/Vly SuV\glo.sses were awash by the tiMe we arrived hoMe. 
I ho.dV1.1t seeV\ it coMiV\g. His ho.V\d carved the o.'ir betweeV\ us o.V\d {eft o. 
stiV~.giV\g square heat OV\ the side of MY face. /Vly skiV\ throbbed alMost 
iMMedio.te(y) the po.iV\ O.V\gfiV\g dOWV\ O.CI"OSS MY cheek. 
You 1/tt/e slut/ he spat o.t Me. 
His eyes wel"e wild O.V\d globs of so.fivo. flew fl"oM the COI"V\el" of his Mouth. 
This was about o. yeo.!" o.ftel" MY Mother' died O.V\d about o. yeo.!" befol"e I 
bego.V\ to welcoMe boys iV~.to MY body with opeV\ O.I"MS o.V\d o. cfosed MiV\d. 
As it also ho.ppeV1.ed) I had oV\ly !"eCeV\tly discove!"ed the !"eo.SOV\ fol" MY 
sistei"1S cul"ious (hay fevel"1• It co.Me out dul"iV\g O.V\ o.ftei"V\OOV\ of cfose 
sistedy COV\Vel"so.tioV\ O.V\d expfo.iV~.ed Much. 
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Two or- Hwee hour-s befor-e the haV\d flew thv-ou_gh the air-_, a fV'ieV\d fv-oVV\ 
high school_, a boy_, kV\ocked OV\ the fr-oV\t door-. We wer-e iV\ the saVV\e 
histor-y cfass aV\d he was after- soVV\e V\aVV\es aV\d dates. We talked_, lyiV\9 OV\ 
our- stoVV\achs OV\ spV'iV\_gy buffalo _gr-ass iV\ a pool of shade fv-oVV\ the box 
tr-ee above. I pr-ovided the V\ecessav-y iV\fov-VV\atioV\ aV\d he (eft. SiVV\ple. 
NothiV\9 s(utty about that. 
OV\ly VV\Y father-_, r-aw with the paiV\ of a VV\ascu(iV\e _gr-ief that had V\O 
outlet aV\d with a histor-y of a waywar-d older- daughter- iV\ his VV\iV\d aV\d 
aV\ adopted out _gv-aV\ddau_ghtev- OV\ his COV\ScieV\ce_, didV\1t quite see it this 
way. He had VV\ade assuVV\ptioV\S aV\d as with aU assuVV\ptiOV\S_, they,v-e seeV\ 
fv-oVV\ oV\ly oV\e per-spective aV\d av-e ofteV\ wildly distorted as a r-esult. Left 
to look after- his last v-eVV\aiV\iV\9 daughter- aloV\e_, his stiV\_giV\9 slap 
eVV\bodied his fear- of failur-e (V\ot anotAer slut for- a daughter-)) SeV\Se of 
abaV\dOV\VV\eV\t (by VV\Y VV\othev-) aV\d v-eseV\tVV\eV\t at beiV\9 (eft to pav-eV\t 
a(oV\e. 
For- VV\Y part_, t pr-ickled with a deep seated SeV\Se of iV\justice that couldV\1t 
be articulated. I waV\ted to shout at hiVV\_, 
I Aate you-' you bastard! I'm not my older sister! I didn't make my 
motAer die! rm not a slut' 
However-_, a seethiV\9 sileV\ce was a(( I could VV\t.AStev- aV\d as you V\OW kV\OW) 
r-espect for- VV\a(e author-ity was deeply eVV\bedded iV\ VV\e. I had beeV\ 
socialised we((_, depeV\diV\9 of cour-se OV\ how you look at it_, aV\d kV\eW 
better- thaV\ to aV\SWeV' back with what was cv-ouchiV\9 r-eady to spv-iV\9 just 
iV\side the delicate sheath of VV\Y VV\iV\d aV\d aV\yway_, it was hopeless. IV\ 
the house of a VV\iso_gyV\ist) feVV\a(es av-e to blaVV\e for- the woV'id,s WV'OV\9S 
aV\d staV\diV\9 befor-e hiVV\ with VV\Y cheek abltV.e_, I was VV\ev-ely 
coV\fiv-VV\atioV\ of this. 
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I l-\ad also beeVI. socialised) like W\aVI.y 9iv-f chifdv-eVI. eveVI. VI.OW) to be kiV~-d 
aVI.d cav-iV~-9 towav-ds othev-s. 
The v-apist had l-\ad a tv-oub(ed eady cl-\ifdhood aVI.d had beeVI. v-escued aVI.d 
adopted by the chuv-ch W\iV~-istev- aVI.d his wife) pv-esuW\abfy iVI. the hope 
that a 9ood Chv-istiaVI. fife would stv-ai9hteV1. out his cv-uW\pfed ed9es) 
afthou9h this is aVI. assuW\ptioVI. of W\Y owVI.. 
Afthou9h I kV~-ew at the tiW\e that what he did to W\e felt WV'OV\9) aVI.d 
totaUy accept VI.OW that what he did to W\e was VI.Ot oV~-fy WV'OV\9 but also 
cv-iW\iV~-aL I kV~-ow I felt sov-v-y fov- hiW\ iVI. the yeav-5 befov-e he v-aped W\e 
aVI.d) despite the pev-soV~-a( tov-W\eVI.t IVe expev-ieV~-ced siV~.ce) thev-e,s stiU a 
part of W\e that v-efuses to hav-deVI. up. I fiV~-d I sti(( caVI.1t bV'iV1.9 W\yse(f to 
v-aise W\Y body up J push W\Y shou(dev-5 back aVI.d W\Y chi VI. fov-wav-d aVtd 
decfav-e iVI. a 5tV'OVl9 voice wl-\at I kV~-ow I sl-\ou(d fee( iVI. W\Y heart. This is 
vev-y coV~-fusiV~-9 fov-) wheVI. I v-ead accouVI.t5 of v-ape iVl the Vtewspapev-) the 
WOV'd5 9atheV' iVI.5ide like 50 W\aVly 5tOV'W\ cfoud5 aVld W\Y body a(W\05t 
explodes with its OWVI. deafeV~-iV~-9 v-espoV1.5e. Why is it I caVI. fee( such 
outv-a9e towav-ds a faceless stv-aVl9ev- aVtd yet fee( so tittle towav-ds ( W\Y, 
v-apist? 
She could see VlOW how iV~-dividua( cu(tuv-a( deW\aVld5 had iV~-sidious(y 
coW\biV~-ed iVI. hev- chifd15 psyche to cv-eate a quietly swiV'fiVl9 uVtdev-cuv-v-eVtt) 
a fov-ce capable of ev-odiVl9 aVtd eveVttuaUy dv-oWVI.iVl9 aVty pV'iW\eva( 5eVtse of 
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self she W\ay OII\Ce have possessed. Ill\ hev W\othev,s woW\b it had beell\ 
11\atuvai; all\d ill\deed essell\tiai; fov hev attell\tioll\ to be givell\ ovev ell\tively 
to hev eW\bvyoll\iC self. But she saw 11\0W that fvoW\ the W\OW\ell\t of birth 
she had beell\ tvaill\ed to divect hev attell\tioll\ away fvoW\ what was oll\ce 
so cell\tval. Betweell\ leavill\g the silkell\ coW\fort of hev O.W\11\iotic cva.dle all\d 
the appeavaii\Ce of the silhouette ill\ the doovway.~ she had soW\ehow beell\ 
tvaill\ed to cave fov all\d vespect those avoull\d hev (particulavly W\ell\) 
without evev leav-11\ill\g that these qualities could also be divected towavds 
hev self. 
ft 11\0W seeW\ed O.ll\ obvious all\d ull\fovgiveable o~Missioll\.~ Oll\e that had led to 
a lifetiW\e of self-blaW\e all\d self-abuse. 
ft also seeW\ed to hev 11\0W.~ lookill\g back thvough tiW\e all\d ahead towavds 
the futuve.~ that as loll\g as she walked ill\ the powedul shadow of W\ale 
authoV'ity the vapist would COII\till\ue to walk with the StAll\ Oil\ his face. 
Shakill\g hev head.~ she WOII\deved at a powev so gveat that it had the 
stvell\gth to deflect the vespoll\sibility fov a child1s sexual violatioll\ away 
fvoW\ the pevpetvatov all\d back oll\to the child hevself all\d ill\ the 
coll\fusioll\ this cveated.~ was able to cause that child to tUV'II\ agaiii\St the 
givl ill\ the gavage. All\ Ull\fovgiveable W\ale atvocity cveates divisioll\ withill\ 
all\d aW\OII\g feW\ales. The UII\SCathed pevpetvatov Coll\fidell\tly stvidill\g forth 
with 11\evev a backwavds glall\ce.~ oblivious to the tv-ail of disastev left lyill\g 
ill\ his wake. 
Sadly.~ the W\oW\ell\t hasll\1t yet avisell\ whell\ W\Y stovy Call\ be gell\tly 
deliveved to those who ave closest to W\e. 
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/Vly paV'eVtts bot~ died wit~out eveV' kVtoWiVtg t~at t~eiV' youVtgest c~ild's 
W\iVtd aVtd body was gV'ipped aVtd W\aVtipulated by a teV'V'ible secV'et. /Vly 
sibliVtgs V'eW\aiVt UVtawaV'e of t~e V'eal cause of W\Y tV'oubled ~ealt~ oveV' t~e 
yeaV'S. W~eV\ t~e tiW\e is V'ig~t to telL t~ey will a{{ be able to pictuV'e t~e 
~ouse aVtd t~e c~uV'c~. SoW\e W\ay eveVt be able to V'eW\eW\beV' t~e face of 
t~e sil~ouette. I'W\ Vtot suV'e ~ow t~ey'{{ V'espoVtd aVtd I'W\ acutely awaV'e 
t~at t~is is OV\e of t~e V'easoVtS I ~old back fV'oW\ teUiVtg t~eW\. 
T~e boy w~o ~eld W\Y ~aVtd w~ile I lay OV\ t~e kitc~eV\ flooV' sobbiVtg is a 
youVtg W\aV\ V\OW_, old eVtoug~ to be able to piece toget~eV' t~e pu:z:z.le of ~is 
W\Ot~eV''S sadVtess. I ~esitate to opeVt t~e box foV' ~iW\ to see t~e pieces 
wit~iVt. I doVt't wis~ ~iW\ to feel t~at t~e aV'W\S ~e places aV'OUV\d W\e could 
iVt aVty way be t~ose of t~e V'apist. 
T~e gids w~o ~eld eac~ ot~eV' OV\ t~e sofa w~il£? t~eiV' s~atteV'ed W\Ot~eV' 
lay iVt fV'agW\eVtts OV\ t~e saW\e flooV' as t~e blue glass aV'e oldeV' V\OW too_, 
bot~ past t~e age I was w~eV\ W\Y life's COUV'Se W\ade suc~ a suddeVt aVtd 
dV'aW\atic tUV'V\. /Vly gV'eatest feaV' is t~at t~ey W\ay oVte day suffeV' t~e 
saW\e fate as W\e_, siW\ply because_, like W\e_, t~ey aV'e feW\ale. I waVtt to keep 
t~eW\ by W\Y side always_, wit~iV\ V'eac~_, but of couV'se I kVtow t~is is 
Vteit~eV' pV'iJ.ctical V\OV' ~ealt~y~ it is siW\ply a W\ot~eV''S love. 
I doVt't yet kVtow w~eV\ t~e tiW\e will be V'ig~t to te{{ W\Y c~ildV'eV\ of W\Y 
stoV'y. I certaiVtly doVt't wis~ to s~atteV' t~eiV' dV'eaW\S aVtd t~eiV' iVtVtoCeVtce_, 
t~eiV' optiW\iSW\ foV' life. But I'W\ tOV'V\. TOV'V\ betweeV\ pV'otectiVtg t~eW\ fV'oW\ 
w~at ~as beeVt ~iddeVt fV'oW\ t~eW\ a{{ t~eiV' lives aVtd aV\ iVtcV'easiVtgly 
pV'essiVtg desiV'e to eVtd t~is faW\ily tV'aditioVt_, t~is daVtce of secV'ecy aVtd 
sileVtce. 
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OfferiVtg you Wl!:J story is a· WloveW\eVtt away froW\ tl-\e daVtce of sileVtce I 
l-\ave beeVt pedorWliVtg for Wlost of Wl!:J life. 
Hold Wl!:J story for a W\OW\eVtt if you will. 
Take froW\ it wl-\at you choose. 
AVtd if it l-\elps you iVt your OWV\. daVtce tl-\eVt I caVt ask for V\.O Wlore. 
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'ANV SO 13Y VEG'REES rtlE SILENCE IS 13'ROKEN3 
(VW~Wodl:fl 
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EXEGESIS 
In her work on voice and silence, Shulamit Reinharz (1994, p. 188) tells us that 'silent people 
cannot be understood'. Implicit in this statement is the assumption that to be heard is to be 
understood. However, as Reinharz further notes, 'a woman is silenced when no one listens, 
even when she talks' (p. 184). What is it then that prevents people from hearing? What is it 
about the way we deliver information that renders it 'unbearable' (p. 184), difficult to 
interpret? And what is it that allows individuals to remain silent, their personal circumstances 
unacknowledged and the consequences of that silence misunderstood? These questions are of 
particular importance when considering the impact of rape on girls and women and will be 
explored through the themes of disclosure and silence/ing and voice. 
DISCLOSURE 
Each of us develops in, and emerges from, the chrysalis of our own unique environments. 
Each of us is shaped and influenced by whatever socio-political, historical and cultural 
conditions are present from the time of our birth (Fivush, 2002). In order to gain a deeper 
understanding of the girl in the story, her personal circumstances and the ways in which she 
responded to not only her rape but also the trauma of the aftennath, we must turn to her 
unique environment and the conditions in which she found herself. 
It is possible to speculate that by 1969-70, when the girl in the story is around eleven years of 
age, her sense of female/male relationships could have been influenced by her own familial 
relationships as well as by cultural stereotypes and discourses available at that time. In the 
1960s, the traditional discursive constructions of males as assertive and primary breadwinners 
and females as passive dependants remained powerful in Australian culture (Australian 
Institute of Family Studies, 2001; Evans & Saunders, 1992). We know from the story that the 
girl's parents mirrored these gendered roles. Her 'artistic and educated' (p. 28) mother had 
full responsibility for the running of the home and family while the father was the sole 
income provider (p. 28). We also know that the mother was 'unable to resist his [the father's] 
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domineering ways' (p. 28) and that the girl's father was authoritarian in nature and took on 
the role of disciplinarian (p. 28). 
As the story is told from the perspective of the girl/daughter, we are not able to determine 
whether her parents were consciously aware of the impact of the role models they were 
providing for their youngest child. What is able to be known with some certainty, however, is 
that her parents could never have predicted the ways in which their modelling would manifest 
in the girl's young and malleable psyche and, more specifically, how these would influence 
the child's response to being raped. In the story, we are told that the girl had been 'trained to 
care for and respect those around her (particularly men)' (p. 54); how she was 'socialised 
well, depending of course on how you look at it' (p. 52) and that 'respect for male authority 
was deeply embedded' in her (p. 52). It is likely that by eleven years of age, the girl had 
normalised these traditional gender roles in her mind, and those of male dominance (a 
draconian and authoritarian father) and female subordination (a powerless and subordinate 
mother) had combined to form a set of social scripts that left her accepting of patriarchal 
power and mirroring the image of the passive female. 
In tandem with the acceptance of traditional role models, it is clear from the story that the 
girl, by eleven years of age, had already drawn on her environment and formed in her mind 
codes of conduct and behaviour that she considered to be socially or morally acceptable. 
Alongside this, she seems to have also developed an intuitive sense of which behaviours left 
her feeling uneasy, although it seems she had only a rudimentary understanding of why this 
was so. For examples of this we can turn to the activities that filled her childhood days. 
Although the stealing of communion wafers and wine 'offered a mischievous and bold 
distraction' (p. 19) and the church itself became 'a site of daring and bravado' (p. 20), one 
senses that the girl, whilst recognising that the thrill of these activities rested in their 
clandestine nature, simultaneously perceives them to be nothing more than the energetic play 
of children, harmless in intent. Even when the activities take on a more adventurous quality, 
the smoking of cigarettes and cutting of hair for example (p. 21 ), the girl still happily engages 
in these and enjoys their risk-taking appeal (p. 20). However, when the focus of the games 
shifts and takes on more personal qualities, we sense that something in the girl shifts too. She 
finds herself feeling uncomfortable, 'I was left at a disadvantage' (p. 22) and Postman's 
Knock in the dark cupboard 'felt hot and claustrophobic' and also 'like something I shouldn't 
have been doing' (p. 22). She tells us that 'for many reasons I never liked this game' (p. 22). 
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The Spin-the-Bottle game she tells us, 'sealed one's lips to another's and also sealed one's 
fate' (p. 21). It is not until later in the story that the girl sees these games as pivotal moments 
in the weeks before her rape. Indeed, as an adult, memories of the Spin-the-Bottle game 
provoke a very present and violent somatic response, 'my stomach heaves and my face floods 
with a rush of blood' (p. 21 ). It is clear that prior to her first rape, the progression from 
innocent games in the church and gardens to new and unfamiliar games involving intimacy 
with boys left her feeling uncomfortable but unable to articulate her discomfort (p. 22). 
Although by eleven years of age the girl appears to have developed a sense of personal and 
moral boundary, she hasn't yet developed a voice with which to defend those boundaries: 'I 
lacked the courage to say so' (p. 22) she tells us. Her passivity could be seen as emanating 
from her social and familial environment. 
If female passivity and subordination to males had grown to become part of this girl's 
character, then surely secrecy became an additional element that sealed her fate in terms of 
her ability to disclose her rape. Throughout the story there is a tradition of secrecy that 
threads its way through and between family life (p. 29; pp. 55-56) and serves to mute and 
deny the existence of disruptive forces. We hear in the story how 'secrets ... were in 
abundance' (p. 29) and how as a young child, omissions of truth included the suicide of a 
grandfather, one sister's epilepsy and another's pregnancy as well as the disturbingly delayed 
news of the mother's terminal illness (p. 30). These omissions seem less surprising, perhaps, 
when we consider the conservative and restrained nature of the girl's family and the lack of 
encouragement given towards the sharing of 'anything of a personal nature' (p. 29). 
It seems this girl was destined never to reveal her trauma to her family. After all, hers is a 
somewhat distant family, one in which her parents never said they loved her (p. 28) and 
where feelings were never discussed (p. 29). The girl tells us that 'an acute discomfort with 
all things personal accompanied me as I grew up' (p. 29). She had been raised to focus her 
attentions beyond her self, 'from the moment of birth' (p. 54); to be 'kind and caring' (p. 53) 
and respectful of others, 'particularly men' (p. 54). We are told that her young mind had 
framed the experience of rape not as an act of violence and control but as 'sex' (p. 44), 
intuitively understanding it as 'a terrible thing that her friend must not see' (p. 23). While the 
spectre and weight of patriarchal authority, codes of conduct and lack of knowledge of sexual 
violence no doubt played an influential role in the girl's interpretation of her experience, one 
perhaps ought not to under-estimate the influence of both the location of the rape (the home 
of the church minister) and the identity of the perpetrator (the minister's adopted son) on the 
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girl's ability to disclose. Indeed, when the girl returns to the church as an adult, she describes 
it as 'still casting a powerful shadow' (p. 32). 
We can assume then that in order for her to have been in a position to disclose the rape to her 
parents or others, she would have had to break a number of conventions. Codes of politeness 
and respect, especially for male authority, had been instilled in her all her life (p. 54) and 
discussion of anything of a personal nature was discouraged in the family (p. 29). We can 
only imagine the thought processes this young girl must have gone through. After all, she had 
experienced violence by an older male in a location that held sacred the figure of the ultimate 
male deity himself, and she had identified the violence as sex. To disclose the former, she 
would have had to expose the church as a site of violation. To disclose the latter, the girl 
would have had to cross familial barriers of acceptability that were modelled daily in her 
home environment in the form of taboo areas of conversation and hidden secrets. This 
perhaps explains why she moved her disclosure beyond her family and chose instead 'the girl 
in the garage' (p. 54). 
We know that rape has the effect of disempowering its victims (Ahrens, 2006) and we know 
that the girl in the story was rendered powerless by her socialisation. With its attitudes of 
male respect and absence of self care (p. 54), it is probable that this socialisation had left her 
with a limited sense of personal power and autonomy, certain to have been further eroded by 
the rapes themselves. At this point in her young life, the girl had, in a sense, suffered a 
double-disempowerment, undermined further by the feelings of self-blame that arose in 
response to the rapes. She calmly (and powerlessly) asks 'who confesses to a crime if they've 
brought it on themselves?' (p. 43). This self-blame response may have caused intense 
personal suffering. However, we can only speculate on this for we are merely told that the 
girl 'needed a simple answer' to untangle her 'messy confusion' (p. 44). Once an answer was 
provided in the form of sex, she could accept that the playing of 'daring games' (p. 44) was 
what lay behind the appearance of the rapist in the night and, therefore, responsibility for the 
rapes must rest on her own shoulders. 
This self-blame attitude was no doubt reinforced by what was to play out on the day of the 
girl's disclosure to her friend in the garage. When we consider that negative reactions to 
disclosure have been shown to have devastating consequences for rape victims (Ullman et al, 
2007; Family Matters, 2007C; Ahrens, 2006; Ahrens & Campbell, 2000), it is possible to see 
clearly how this manifested itself in the girl in the story. We are told that the girl's disclosure 
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in the garage had taken 'enormous courage' and yet had been 'dismissed as a work of fiction' 
(p. 27) and that the girl felt there was little else she could do with her secret 'but fold it up 
and tuck it into the deepest recesses of her young body' (p. 27). The reaction of the friend in 
the garage seems to indeed have had a profound effect on the girl: so profound that 'it took 
thirty years of silent practice before I could say the word rape out loud and longer to speak it 
in relation to myself (p. 45); and so profound that her 'parents died without ever knowing' 
and her children and siblings still 'remain unaware' (p. 55). If decades of public silence 
became her way of managing both the trauma of rape and the rejection by the girl in the 
garage, then the carrying of that suffering within her for decades was indeed to have 
devastating consequences. The rejection of her disclosure and the impact of this silencing led 
the girl into a spilt world, a dual existence, an inner and an outer life, the private and the 
public. 
SILENCEIING and VOICE 
In examining Luce Irigaray's understandings oflanguage, Elizabeth Grosz (1989) notes that 
Irigaray sees feminine language emerging from a position of evocation rather than the more 
masculine position of designation. For Irigaray, she says, 'to speak as woman means to undo 
the reign of the "proper" ... to speak with meanings that resonate, that are tactile and corporeal 
as well as conceptual, that reverberate in their plurality and polyvocity' (p. 132). If we extend 
Irigaray' s concept to raped and silenced girls and women, could the notion of evocation be 
applied to the potential for voice found in the language of the body, in the polyvocality of the 
raped body? Could it be through the language of the raped body, in the messy somatic 
overflowing of repressed embodied memory, that a girl or woman can find expression for her 
traumatic experience? 
But what happens when the body speaks? If a girl or woman has been encouraged, through 
her socialisation, to privilege her mind (but direct it away from her self and towards others), 
while ignoring her body, is she surprised when that body disrupts with a voice that can't be 
ignored? Does she listen? In the case of a raped girl or woman, when the passage of her 
verbal words has been sealed before they are given the breath of life, if bodily evocation 
becomes the only way for her to express the trauma of this experience, is she able to interpret 
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the nuances of its language? What if the utterings of her somatic memory function not as an 
additional, alternative voice when she has suffered the rejection of her words, but as an 
indecipherable and debilitating presence? If the body's pre-linguistic response to silenced 
trauma is not understood or welcomed by the psyche, is voice possible? Can voice emerge if 
the mind and body are not in harmonious relationship? 
In order to explore these questions we can turn to the ways in which the raped body of the 
girl/woman in the story begins to form its own somatic language and take its first tentative 
steps towards articulation in ways that suggest and evoke. Through the following examples, 
and if we allow ourselves to imagine, we can see and hear the girVwoman's body beginning 
to 'speak' in ways that can not only be interpreted as an empathetic gesture towards the 
silenced voice, but as a sign of collaboration with the psyche. 
On the night of her first rape she is physically silenced by the perpetrator's hand over her face 
and his tongue filling her mouth, so removing any possibility ofvocalising her distress, 'her 
throat feels full and thick with fear' and 'she wants to vomit' (p. 24). Intuitively, 'without 
consciously realising it' (p. 23) the girl understands that what she is experiencing is a 'terrible 
thing' (p. 23), something so shocking that it must be kept froni her sleeping friend. Was it her 
visceral and emotional reactions that prompted this response? On the second night, we hear 
how her terrified conscious self shuts down, limiting her ability to recollect details. However, 
we are told that the terrifying embodied memory of the 'male silhouette' (p. 26) in the 
doorway returns to her in her nightmares (p. 26; p. 50). This suggests that her embodied 
memory is operating independently of, though not in opposition to, her psyche and its 
purpose is to act as an aide memo ire, compensating for the absence of detailed conscious 
memory and evoking the terrifying reality of this night through the use of somatic language. 
What became of the memory of the day in the garage when the girl's secret was driven 
within, tucked 'into the deepest recesses of my young body' (p. 27), when her courageous 
words of disclosure were met with disbelief with the contemptuous words, 'You're a liar!' (p. 
23)? Did her embodied memory of this day slide silently and smoothly to rest alongside her 
conscious memory? It seems not, for we know that when the girl/woman searches the school 
photograph years later for the face of the girl in the garage and reflects on the effect of this 
girl's silencing words, 'the responses that hurtle through me are immediate' (p. 42). It seems 
that her body erupts with volcanic force: it cartwheels, it hurtles, it shrieks and slaps, it shouts 
and throws. It screams out a somatic language laden with movement, intense physical 
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responses that evoke years of unresolved trauma and silent emotional pain. These responses 
are so intense, the girl/woman tells us, that she must 'wait for calm to be restored' (p. 42), 
allow time for her body to be still and silent before she can begin to process the somatic 
response and interpret the evocative language it was speaking. Here it seems that her body 
has reacted in such a direct and immediate fashion to her psyche that it is difficult not to see 
this as an impatient and distressed body shouting to its passive conscious self. 
What occurred on the day of the ice-cream making is an example of her body reaching out, 
reacting evocatively to a given moment, expressing the unexpressed. We aren't told what 
year this occurred although it is sometime after her rape, 'I think I was twelve or so' (p. 47). 
The girl is in the kitchen watching her mother make ice-cream and she is feeling 'close to her 
and special' (p. 47). As she chats to her mother she is clearly feeling comfortable and 
enjoying 'that rare intimate space' (p. 47) so much that she allows herself to relax into the 
moment. She is aware that the pitch of her voice takes on the quality of a child much 
younger. 'Stop talking in that baby voice!' (p. 4 7) her mother tells her. In an instant the 
moment is shattered, the potential for disclosure lost. The baby voice that 'I hadn't thought 
she'd noticed' (p. 47) had emerged from within her somatic memory in this rare and intimate 
mother/daughter space, clumsily signalling and awkwardly reflecting the fact that the girl had 
'felt small' and was 'in need of maternal care' (p. 47). Instead though, the presence of the 
baby voice and her mother's response to it had 'thrown up a barrier' and she was brought 
'abruptly back to myself (p. 347). It may have been at this moment that the girl decided to 
abandon 'this child within' (p. 39), this raped girl of her interior world who yearned for 
comfort because of the circumstances of her existence and yet who couldn't be trusted to 
remain a secret. 
At this point the girl has suffered one silencing after another: from the rapist himself; from 
the girl in the garage; from her mother; and as we already know, from a social and familial 
environment that made a disclosure involving rape virtually impossible. The consequence of 
this rejection and exclusion appears to have stripped the girl of any sense of power and 
control over her external environment and yet, paradoxically, it seems to have also 
empowered her in terms of her commitment to secrecy and rigid self control and via these, to 
self-protection. 'Secret-keepers', Daniel Wegner and Julie Lane (1997, p. 31) explain, 'are 
often placed in the unnerving position of having simultaneously to think about their cover-up 
and not to think about it. .. so that it can be stopped from coming to light'. It may be that it was 
this demand for conscious vigilance/ avoidance/protection that helped prompt the internal 
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dialogue of mind and body in response to the experience of rape. It could be that at some 
point, the girl consciously recognised and acknowledged the need for her mind and body to 
function as one in a circular, internal dance of sorts: the vigilance of the mind acting as a 
constant reminder to the body; the embodied response evoking the trauma of the rape 
experience and this in turn reinforcing the vigilance in order to self-protect. A symbiotic 
relationship. Could this be the permanent and binding nature of the mind and body that Judith 
Butler (1993) refers to? And could this be another dimension of Foucault's (1987, pp. 201-
202) panoptical power/self-surveillance concept, one that involves mind and body in a pas de 
deux of secrecy and protection, round and round, on and on? 
Perhaps, though, the mind and body relationship goes beyond the facilitation of self-
protection for this girl/woman. While aiding the vigilance/avoidance/protection process on an 
intrapersonallevel and helping to supplement the complex public negotiation of this process, 
on a more practical level, the somatic voice could also function as a starting point for the 
expression of the verbally inexpressible. In reflecting on Judith Butler's work, Veronica 
Vasterling (1999) notes that 'the body that signals its presence is the accessible body, but not 
necessarily the intelligible body. In so far as they are not intelligible, these signals might be 
registered as a lack of the capacity to articulate' (p. 24 ). If this thought is applied to the 
girl/woman in the story, her body signals could be seen not only as an indication of her 
inability to verbally articulate her trauma but also as a demonstration of her body's capacity 
to speak on her behalf. For examples of the use of the body as a site of articulation for the 
verbally inexpressible, we can turn to two further sections of the story. 
The first exa1nple involves the girl/woman's eating disorder. We are told she had been 
'recklessly playing a game of self-destruction' (p. 35), engaging in self-starvation and 
obsessive exercising. There appears to be a definite sense of achievement bordering on the 
pleasurable seen in the ways she praises and rewards herself (p. 35). However, when hunger 
wakes her in the night and leaves her doubled over from the 'horrendous wrenching and 
squeezing' (p. 35), (signs, it could be concluded, of her body protesting violently), the 
girl/woman's response seems laden with self-loathing and self-reproach. 'Good,' she thinks, 
'eat away at me' (p. 35). While the self-starvation appears to be a conscious act fuelled 
perhaps by feelings of self-loathing, the girl/woman hasn't yet been prompted to explore the 
origin of these feelings. 'No-one had thought to ask why she had stopped eating' she tells us, 
but then, 'it's probable that had they asked, she would have struggled to find an answer' (p. 
36). Perhaps at this point, despite the effort required to think and yet not to think of her rape 
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experience, her embodied memory is stirring and talking in other ways, evoking other 
sensations with a dialect she is yet ~o acknowledge, let alone interpret. It is possible during 
this time that her mind and body have not yet connected 'as a compatible unit' (Matoff & 
Matoff, 2001, p. 52) to produce meaning and self-revelation through mutual understanding. 
The second example involves the girl/woman's long-term depression. She tells us, 'I went 
slowly about my days in a haze of perpetual sadness and exhaustion' (p. 33) and 'the 
bleakness and pressing weight of depression had become a heavy burden, settling deep and 
intractable within me' (p. 31 ). Like Anorexia Nervosa, clinical depression could be 
interpreted as the language of somatic memory in another guise and, like Anorexia Nervosa, 
it could be said that the appearance of depression in the life of this raped girl/woman was 
simply another facet of the one problem. Depression can after all manifest physiologically as 
well as cognitively and behaviourally (Department of Health, 2008). Unable to find a verbal 
language with which to explore and express the trauma of her childhood experience, it may 
be that her raped body was searching further for ways to speak 'with meanings that resonate' 
(Irigaray cited by Grosz, 1989, p. 132). Perhaps she was 'saying with her body what she 
couldn't say with words' (Modjeska, 1990, p. 83). 
If these body signals remain unintelligible and therefore inaccessible, then surely this 
highlights the urgent need for the development of a system of interpretation that can draw 
meaning from this alternative source of information? If the girl/woman was indeed 'saying 
with her body what she couldn't say with words' (Modjeska, 1990, p. 83), at whatever level 
of consciousness this may have taken place, then to not acknowledge this through new 
systems of meaning that respect the language of the somatic, is surely to further marginalise 
and exclude. 
CONCLUSION 
We can see that for much of her life, many circumstances in the girl/woman's personal 
history left her disempowered and voiceless. Her location in time and place meant that socio-
cultural and familial circumstances were to play a significant role by limiting her capacity for 
self-expression and disclosure in unfavourable and unreceptive environments. Through the 
need for self-protection and therefore secrecy, the voice of her raped self resided in her 
66 
interior, both in her psyche and in her body. We know that it took most of her adult life 
before she could say the word rape and more particularly, say it in relation to her self (p. 45) 
and that there is a tension present in her desire to rid herself of the burden of this secrecy and 
her continuing need to protect her self and those closest to her (p. 55). This dual but opposing 
desire has been a balancing act requiring the management of an inner and outer voice, the 
possibility of disclosure and the potential for rejection and harm. The voice in the story that 
speaks the retrospective language of the psyche and the evocative voice of the somatic 
illuminates her personal perspective and amplifies what is already known about rape and its 
aftermath. Hers is not a fleeting and ephemeral voice, difficult to hear or whisper quiet. It is 
a voice that speaks from the mind and body, a voice that recognises the value of each and the 
role they play in delivering a story that emerges from a space of authenticity. 
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